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Abstract. Co~~~~e~t tro~sitj~~ systenrs (CTS’s), are ordinary nondete~inistic transition systems 
that have been equipped with additional concurrency information. This concurrency information 
is specieed in terms of a binary residual operation on transitions, which describes how certain 
pairs of transitions “commute.” The defining axioms for a CTS generate a rich algebraic theory, 
which we develop in detail. Each CTS C freely generates a complete CTS or compututio~ category 
C*, whose arrows are equivalence classes of finite computation sequences, modulo a congruence 
induced by the residual operation. The notie ‘“; “computation tree” for ordinary transition systems 
generalizes to co?nputafion diagram for CT%, leading to the convenient definition of computut~ons 
of a CTS as the ideals of its computation diagram. A pleasant property of this definition is that 
the notion of a maximai ideal in certain circumstances can serve as a replacement for the more 
troublesome notion of a fair computation sequence 
To illustrate the utility of US’s, we use them to define and investigate a dataflow-like model 
of concurrerzt imputation. The model consists of ~ac~j~es, which generalize the sequential 
machines of classioal automata theory, and various operations (parallel product, input and output 
relabeling, and feedback) on ma&m% that correspond to ways of combining machines into 
networks. Using our definition of ~rn~uta~io~s as ideals, we define a natural notion of observable 
eq~i~ufe~ce of machines, and show that it is the largest ~ng~ence, respecting parallel product 
and feedback, that does not relate two machines with distinct input,ioutput relations. In an attempt 
to obtain information about the algebra of observable quivalence classes, we investigate a series 
of abstra~~o~s of the machine model, show that these abs~actions respect the feedback operation, 
and characterize the homomorphic image of this operation in each case. A byproduct of our 
analysis is a structural characterization f a large class of processes with functional inpuE/output 
behavior, and a proof that the feedback operation on such processes obeys Kahn’s axed-point 
principie. 
1. Introduction 
Labeled transition systems 1221 have been used as an operational semantics of 
concurrent processes. In typical fo~u~ations [9, IO], a labeled transition system is 
defined to be a tuple M = (Q, qO, X, d), where Q is a set of states, q. is a distinguished 
start state, 2 is a set of events, not containing the distinguished symbol E, and 
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A = Q x (2 v E) x Q is called the transition relation. Given such a transition system 
M, one can defme a computation sequence of M to be a sequence of the form 
=1 =2 un 
qo- 61 
-*a .-qn, 
where each qk is in Q, each ok iS in cu{&}, and (qk,q+:,qk+l)EA f'Or each k 
The string alai.. . q, is called the trace of the computation. Here we regard the 
set C as embedded in the free monoid C* in the obvious way, and regard E as the 
identity element of this monoid; thus 6 does not appear in a trace. 
Formulations of lzheled transition systems similar to the preceding have been 
used with some success in the study of concurrent programming languages uch as 
CCS C-323 and CSP [17], especially in the case where only finite computations are 
of interest. However, in the study of concurrency it is desirable to consider infinite 
computations as well, since processes in a concurrent system (e.g. an operating 
system) often are intended to run forever. Interesting properties of concurrent 
systems (such as guaranteed service of requests) cannot be properly expressed unless 
infinite computations are included in the underlying semantic model. 
When one attempts to extend the use of transition systems to encompass the 
description of processes that run forever, things no longer work as smoothly as in 
the finite case. If we wish to define an operation of oarallel composition, for example, 
which takes two transition systems and yields a new transition system that corre- 
sponds to the two original transition systems running in parallel, the linear nature 
of computation sequences forces us to use an “interleaved step” model of concur- 
rency. Such an approach leads immediately to the so-called “fairness problem” 
[371--a distinction must be drawn between “fair” computations, in which each 
process takes infinitely many steps, and “unfair” computations, in which one process 
performs only finitely many steps while the other enjoys infinitely many steps. LJnfair 
computations can be screened out by applying some sort of fairness predicate to 
computations, or some sort of scheduling mechanism can be introduced to ensure 
that only fair computations are generated in the first place. Both approaches are 
mathematically inconvenient, since they involve the use of auxiliary notions 
(scheduling functions or predicates) not part of the basic transition system model, 
and these auxiliary notions tend to be ill-behaved (e.g. non-continuous). 
For some time, the author has been interested in the possibility that by somehow 
viewing a transition system as being or generating a category, we might eliminate 
some of’ the difficulties associated with infinite computations. The basic idea would 
be to use the notion of “commuting paths” in a category to model the the various 
interleaved views of a concurrent computation. It is clear that transition systems 
define categories in a natural way. Given a transition system G = (Q, qo, Z, A), we 
can define a “computation category” G* (the free category generated by G), whose 
object set is Q and which has as arrows from q to r all finite computation sequences 
of G that begin in state q and end in state r, with composition corresponding to 
concatenation of computation sequences. For each state q, the comma category 
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(q$ G”) is a poset category consisting of the finite computation sequences of G from 
state q, 
notion of transition system might result in computa- 
tion categories in which there are nontrivial comenuting paths. 
In this paper, we provide an affirmative answer to this question. We define the 
notion of a “concu~ent ransition system” (CTS), which consists of a (directed, 
multi-Igraph, whose objects (nodes) are states and whose arrows (arcs) are transi- 
tions, which has been equipped with some additional ~~n~u~ency info~ation. This 
Foncurrency information takes the form of a binary “residual” operation on transi- 
tions, whose purpose is, in essence, to specify which square diagrams of transitions 
“commute.“’ (The smooth development of the theory requires also the introduction 
of distinguished “identity*’ and “improper” transitions, which have special proper- 
ties with respect to the residual ope~tion.) Although not categories themselves, 
each CTS C freely generates a “complete CTS”’ or “computation category*’ C”. 
The category C* is constructed as a quotient of the free category generated by the 
underlying graph of C, modulo a congruence that relates two finite computation 
sequences exactly when they represent two interleaved views of the “same concurrent 
computation.” For each state q, the comma category (q&C*) is a poset category. 
whose objects we interpret as the finite concurrent computations from state q. We 
call (q&C*) the “computation diagram” of C from state q. Computations from state 
q are obtained as ideals of the computation diagram. It follows from the idea1 
const~ction that the set of all computations from initial state q is an algebraic 
directed-complete partial order. In certain circumstances, there is a coincidence 
between fair computation sequences and computations that are maximat under this 
partial order. 
The main body of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we define 
concurrent ransition systems, give some examples, and derive some basic properties 
of CTS’s and the category CTS in which they live. We show that CT’S has all small 
limits and coproducts, and is Cartesian closed. We establish the existence of the 
computation categories and computation diagrams mentioned above, and prove 
some useful properties of computations. 
In Section 3, the theory developed in Section 2 is used to define a dataflow-like 
model of concurrent computation. The basic objects of the mode1 are “machines,” 
which are a CTS generalization of the sequential machines of classical automata 
theory. We define some operations (parallel product, input and output relabeling, 
and feedback) on machines that correspond to various ways of composing machines 
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into networks. Using our definition of computations as ideals, and regarding maximal 
ideals as “‘fair” or “completed” computations, we define a natural notion of “observ- 
able equivalence” of machines, and show that it is the largest congruence on 
machines, respecting parallel product and feedback, that does not relate machines 
having distinct input/output relations. The “full abstraction problem” is defined as 
the problem of characterizing the structure of the quotient algebra of machines, 
modulo observable equivalence. 
In Section 4, we perform a rather extensive analysis of the feedback operation, 
with the dual aims, of showing that our model is a reasonable one, and of attempting 
to make progress on the full abstraction problem. We define a sequence of abstraction 
mappings that starts with machines and ends with inpJt/output relations. For each 
mapping, we prove a theorem that shows that the mapping is homomorphic with 
respect to the feedback operation. (The mapping to input/output relations is 
homomorphic only for the subclass of “Kahn” machines, which have continuous 
functions as their input/output behaviors.) Since some of the structures at the 
intermediate stages between machines and input/output relations are similar to 
models of concurrent processes that have been proposed in the literature, our analysis 
yields useful information about the relationships between these models. 
In Section 5 we summarize what we have accomplished, discuss how our work 
is related to that of ither authors, and mention possibilities for future research. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of category theory. 
The necessary background can be found in [2,16,28]. We also assume some 
familiarity with the theory of algebraic directed-complete partial orders, as used in 
denotational semantics. Reference [14] provides background on this topic. Pre- 
liminary versions of some of the results of this paper were reported in [41]. 
2. Croncurrent ransition systems 
In this section, we define concurrent ransition systems and derive some of their 
basic properties. 
A graph with identities is a tuple G = (0, A, dom, cod, id), where 0 is a set of 
objects, A is a set of arrows, dom, cod are functions from A to 0, which map each 
arrow to its domain and codomain, respectively, and id : 0 + A maps each q E 0 to 
a distinguished identity arrow id,., . We require that dom(id,) = cod(id,) = q for all 
q E Q. Arrows t, u of G are called composable if cod(t) = dom( u) and coinitial if 
dom( t) = dom( u). Let Coin(G) denote the set of all coinitial pairs of arro!Ns of G. 
dom, cod, id) is a graph with identities, then define the augmented 
id”) to be the extension of G defined by 
cod#(o,) = 0, and id: = on, 
#, mq is a distinct new arrow 
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A concurrent transition system (CTS) a structure (6, 
G (0, 
t, 14). 
These data are required to have the following properties: 
(1) For all coinitial t, u E A#, 
(a) dom”( tTu) = cod”(u), 
(b) cod#( ttu) = cod#( uf t). 
(2) For all t:q+r in A#, 
(a) id,? t = id,, 
(b) Qid, = t, 
(c) tf t = id,. 
(3) For all coinitial t, u, v E A#, (t)f t)t( uft) = (utu)f( ttu). 
proper) transitions. 
We write ttu (read 
(4) For all coinitial t, u E A#, if ttu and UT t are both identities, then t = u. 
Axiom (3) is called the cube axiom, and can be visualized as shown in Fig. 1. A 
pre-CTS is a structure (G, ‘r) that satisfies all the CTS axioms except for axiom (4). 
Fig. 1. CTS cube axiom. 
In the sequel, we will drop the # from dom# and cod? e will also drop the 4 
from “idq” and “oq” when it can be inferred from the context. Note that it 
automatically follows from the definition of a CTS that WJ t = CI), and tfw, = on = 
idn for all transitions t : q + r, since for each q, the transition ~a;, is the only transition 
with domain q and codomain 0. Note also that states are actually not logically 
necessary in the definition of CTS, since t ey are in bijective correspondence with 
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the set of identity transitions. We shall occasionally take advantage of this fact to 
give con&se specifications of pa~cular CT% 
Coinitial transitions t, ilt of a CTS are called consistent if btu is a proper transition 
(equivalently, if utt is proper), otherwise they are called conflict 
operation t for a CTS, we need only specify which coinitial pairs of 
are consistent, and to give tke definition of t for suck pairs, since the remaining 
cases are fixed by the CTS axioms. 
ACTS is called deterrninafe if every coinitial pair of proper transitions is consistent. 
A CTS is called co~~~e~~ if to every ~omposable pair t, u of ~~nsitions tkere 
corresponds a transition u, called a composite of t and u, suck that tTu = id and 
v~t=u. 
Example 1 (CTS’sfrom graphs). Every graph with identities G lifts to a CTS Cts( G) 
in a l ~minimally consistent” way. More precisely, suppose G = (0. A, dom, cod, 
id). For coinitial arrows t, u in G, let tf u be defined as follows: 
[ 
t if u=id, 
tfrz= id ift=uort=id, 
0 otherwise. 
It is easily verified that Cts( G) = (G, t) is a CTS. 
Example 2 (Trace algebras). A trace algebra is a monoid X suck that 
(1) For all t, u, v E X, if tu = tv, then u = v. 
(2) If < is the prefix relation induced by the monoid operation (i.e. f S ti iff 
3v( tv = u)), then < is a partial order with respect o wkick each pair t, u with an 
upper bound has a least upper bound t v u. 
The elements of a trace algebra are called traces. 
One class of examples of trace algebras are tkose obtained from ~‘con~urrent 
alphabets” [31]. Formally, a concurrent alphabet is a pair (2, II), where C is a set 
and 11 is an irreflexive, symmetric relation on 2, called a concurrency re~~~jo~. The
concurrency relation induces a congruence - on the free monoid Z*, suck that two 
strings are congruent iff one can be transformed into the other by a finite sequence 
of steps in which pairs of adjacent concurrent symbols are permuted. The monoid 
Z*/- is a trace algebra. 
From a trace algebra X, we can construct a CTS C with one proper state, having 
the elements of X as its proper transitions, and in which the monoid identity E is 
regarded as the single proper identity transition. If t, u is a pair of proper transitions 
of C (i.e. elements of X), then we define t and u to be consistent if they have a 
least upper bound t v u as elements of X. For suck a pair, we rfu to be the 
ent of X with tke pr = t v u. l[t is strai rward to check 
efinitions. &lore the CTS C is 
complete, since the monoid operation yfclds, for each pair t, ES of transitions, a 
transition tu with the properties tftu = E and tu?t = U. 
Example 3 (CTs’s from Petri nets). in [43] a “net” is defined to be a bipartite 
directed graph N = (B, E; F), where the set of nodes B u E is partitioned into a 
set E of events and a set B of conditions, and the relation F G (B x E) u (E x B), 
is called the _fZow relation. A case of N is a set of conditions. For each event e E E, 
the set pre(e) of preconditions of e is the set of all b E B such that (ai; e) E F, and 
the set post(e) of po~tcond~~~on~ of e is the set of all by B such that (e, b) E E A 
set u of events is called independent if for each pair el, e2 of elements of U, the sets 
pre(ei) u post( e,) and pre( e2) u post(tQ are disjoint. 
The trunsitio~ relation of M is the set of all triples (c, u, c’), where c and c’ are 
cases of N, and u is an independent set of events of N such that 
(1) for alI r? E u, pre( e) c c, 
(2) for all e E 8.4, post(e) n c’ = 0, 
(3) the case c* is obtained from c by removing all preconditions of events in u, 
and then adding all postconditions of events in U. 
We can obtain a CTS from N as follows: Take as states the CZ.~ZS of N. Take as 
proper transitions the elements of the transition relation of N, defining dom( c, u, c’) = 
c and cod(c, u, c’) ‘= c’, and regarding the transitions (c, 0, c) as identities. Define 
coinitial pairs (c, u, d) and (c, u, d’) of proper transitions to be consistent iff n u 2, 
is independent. For such pairs, define 
(c, u, d)?(c, n, d’) = (d’, utu, e), 
where e is obtained from d’ by removing all preconditions of events in u\t, and 
then adding all postconditions of events in u\u. That these definitions satisfy the 
CTS axioms is easily checked. 
Example 4 ( CTS'sfiom A-culcuZus). Let A be the set of terms of the pure h-calculus 
[4], and let + denote reduction with respect o rule (p), If C is a set of redexes in 
a term q% then a derivation relative to C is a derivation q = qo+ q1 -+ l l l + q,,, in 
which the redex contracted at each step is either in C or is a residual (in Church’s 
original sense) of a redex in C. A derivation relative to C is complete if the set of 
residuals of C in qn is empty. Given a set C of redexes in a term q, it can be shown 
that there is a fixed upper bound on the length of a derivation from q relative to 
C, and that all complete derivations from q relative to C reJult in the same term. 
It therefore makes sense to write q --jc r, if C is a set of redexes in q and any 
complete derivation relative to C results in r. Let us call such triples q dc r 
f~un~j~~o~~. Suppose t is a transition q --*= r and u is a transition q + * s. It can be 
shown that the same set C/d of residuals of redexes in C is obtaim 6 for all complete 
derivations d relative to 2) Let C/D denote this set. It therefore makes sense to 
define the residual t/u of transition t with respect o u to be the transition s - C’D p, 
where p is the unique result of a complete derivation from s relative to C/D. 
We now define a pre-CTS whose state set is A, and whose transitions are all 
transitions t as defined above. The domain dom( t) of a transition t : q -+C r is the 
term q and the codomain cod(t) of t is the term r. The identity transitions are those 
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of the form q 4’ q, all coinitial pairs of prope sitiorrs are consistent, and we 
define t’@ = tf u. That these definitions satisfy the axioms for a 
from results of Levy [6,27]. Although CTS axi ) is not satisfied, we can obtain 
a CTS by identifying coinitial transitions ! a enever tfu = id and u?b = id. 
A similar construction can be used to obtatn CTS’s from left-linear term-rewriting 
systems without critical pairs [ 181. 
2.1. Consequences of the axioms 
Define a relation < on the transitions of a CTS by t 6 u ifE t, u are coinitial and 
ttu = id. We call 6 the prefix relation. 
m8 2.1.1. The prefix relation is a partial order. 
roof. Reflexivity holds because tf t = id by axiom (2~). 
To show transitivity, suppose t =G u and u =6 v. Then tTu = id, so (tfu)f( vtu) = id 
by axiom (2a). Since (t~u)~(vj’u)=(t~v)t(utv) by axiom (3), it follows that 
(ttv)t(uTv) =id. But ufu = id because tf < v, hence tlyv = id by axiom (2b). 
Finally, < is antisymmetric because if t < u and u < t, then tj’u and ut t are 
identities, hence t = u by axiom (4). Cl 
J.2. If a composite oft and u exists, then it is unique. 
roof. Suppose v and v’ are composites of t and u. Then tj’v’ = id, so vj’v’ = 
(vj’v’)t( ttv’) by axiom (2)(b). By axiom /3), this is equal to (vtt)t(v’tt) = utu, 
which is an ider+ity by axiom (2)(c). A symmetric argument shows that v’tv = id, 
so -= v’ by axiom (4). Cl 
We use tu to denote the composite of t and u, when it exists. 
A.3. Suppose t and v are coinitial, and the composite tu oft and u exists. Then 
(1) VW = b.qt)tu, 
(2) WV = ot~)(ut(vto). 
roof. (See Fig. 2.) 
(1) vpu = (vftu)f(tftu) = (zgt)~(tuft) = (zqt)p4. 
(2) Since (ttv)t(tu?v)=(tjtu)f(vTtu)=id, and (tutv)j’(ttv)=(tutt)t(vtt)= 
ut( vt t), the result follows. 0 
Composition obeys the following laws: 
t, then uv and t(uv) exist, and (tu)v = t(uv); 
tu, uv, and t(uv) exist, then (tu) v exists and (tu)v = t( uv). 
= tv, then u = v. 
Fig. 2. Properties of the residual operation. 
Proof. (I) follows directly from the definition of composite. 
To show (2)(a), suppose tw and ( tu)v exist. Then by Lemma 2.1.3, 
(tu)vTt = (tujv)(v~(t~tu)). 
But tuft = u and tf tu = id, so (tu)vt t = uv. Since by Lemma 2.1.3, 
t’f(tu)v=(tttu)fv=id, 
it follows that (tu)v = t(uv). 
To show (2)(b), suppose tu, uv and t(w) exist. By Lemma 2.1.3, 
t(uv)ftu = (t~tu)(uv~(tu~t)?, 
which is just v. Also, 
turtw = (ttt(m(ul (t(uv)tt)), 
which is an identity, so t(uv) = ( tu)v. 
For (3), suppose tu = tv, so that tuj’tv and tvt tu are identities. Then 
Similarly, vt u = id, so M = v. Kl 
We say that a transition v is a joipl of the coi 
vtt = uft, and vtu = ttu. 
sitions 4 21 if t s v, v < v, 
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A transition v is a join of t and u iff v = t (at t). 
Proof. If v is a join of t and u, then ttv = id and vt t = ul’t, so v = t( ut t). Conversely, 
if v = t(utt), then t 6 v, uft = uft, and 
utv = (utt)t(utt) =id, 
so u < V, and vtu =(ttu)((uft)T(uyt))= tfu. Hence v is a join of t and 2:. IJ 
it follows from the preceding lemma and the uniqueness of cciaposites that a 
join of t and u, when it exists, is unique, and we denote it by t v ~-l. Moreover, if 
t v u exists, then we have the equality t(utt) = t v u = u( ttu). 
Lemma 2.1.6. Suppose tvu exists. Then t v u is the upper of t and u 
under =& 
Prsof’. By definition, t v u is an upper bound of t and zd under =& Suppose 1 is any 
upper bound of t and u. Let v = !? t and w = rtu, so that to = 1 = WV. Now, (UT t)tv = 
@qt)f(tv?t) = (uttv)f(tTtw) - (utuw)t( tf tv), which is an identity, so uf t 4 A Let 
m = vt(utt), so that v=(utt)m. It then follows that I= tv= t(utt)m =(t v u)m, so 
that t v u < 1. Cl 
2.2. l?re category 
If G = (0, A, dam, cod, id) and G’= (0’, A’, dam’, cod’, id’) are graphs with 
identities, then a graph morphism f.,.,., *nm G to G’ is a pair of maps p = (p,, ,p,), where 
p0 : 0 + 0’ and pa : A + A’, suzb that dam’ 0 ps = y, 5 dom, cod’ 0 p. = p,, 0 cod, and 
pa 0 id = id’ 0 pO. In the sequel, we will drop the notational distinction between pO 
and pa, writing simply p in both cases. Let Graph denote the category of graphs 
and their morphisms. 
2.2.1. CTS-moryhisms 
A CT&morphism from a CTS C = (G, t) to a CTS C’= (G’, t’) is a graph 
morphism p : G + G’, with the following property: 
If t, u are consistent proper transitions of C, then p( ttu) = p( t)t’p(u). 
1; will be useful to think of a morphism p : C + C’ as extended to all states and 
transitions of C (not just the proper ones), according to the definitions p(O) = 0, 
and Pbq) = Up(q) l The class oi all CTS’s forms a category CTS, when ecluipped 
with the CTS-morphisms as arrows. 
In the sequel, the term “morphism”’ will mean “CTS-morphism,” unless otherwise 
specified. 
Suppose p : C + C’ is d morphism. T%en 
(1) p(tu) L p(t)p(u) whenever tu exists and is a p:*oper transition; 
(2) p( t L u) = p(t) v p(u) whenever t v u exists and is a proper transition. 
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Proof. (1): Since t and trs are consistent, p( r)tp( ru) = p( ttru), which is an identity. 
Also, 
p(tu)‘Ep(t) = p(t@) = P(U), 
so pw = PO)PW 
(2): If t v u exists and is a proper transition, then t and u are consistent, hence 
t and t v u are consistent. Thus, 
PO v U)fPW = Pm v u)Tt) = P(W = PWfPW. 
Also, p( t)tp( t v to) = p( tf( t v u)), which is an identity. Symmetric reasoning shows 
that p( t v u)tp(u) = p( t)fp(u) and p(u)jp( t v u) is an identity. It follows that 
p(tvts)=p(t)vp(u). Q 
Some CTS’s to which we shall frequently refer are 0 (the CTS with no proper 
states) and 1 (the CTS with one proper state and one proper transition). It is riot 
difficult to see that 0 is an initiai object in C’IS and that 1 is a terminal object. 
Lemma 2.2 2. (I) A morphism p : C + D is an isomorphism iff it is bijective on 
transitions, and reflects consistent pairs of transitions. 
(2) A morphism ~1: C + D is a monomorphism iff it is injec!ive on transitions. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
We have not been able to obtain a similar characterization of the epimorphisms 
in CTS. 
2.2.2. Limits and coproducts 
Lemma 2.23. The forgetful fzrnctor Graph : CTS + Graph that takes each CT§ C to 
its underlying raph has a left adjoint, whose object map takes each graph G to the 
corresponding “minimally consistent” CTS Cts( G). 
Proof. Straightforward. Cl 
Since it is easily seen that the functor Cts is full, faithful, and injective on objects, 
it follows by the preceding lemma that it is an isomorphism from 
and coreflective subcategory of CTS. Thus, any limits existing in 
are preserved by the right adjoint Graph, must be lifted from corresponding limits 
in Graph. This is important for our computational intuition, since it means that the 
computational behavior of CTS’s (less familiar objects) obtained by limit construc- 
tions can be understood in terms of the same constructions performed on their 
underlying graphs (more familiar objects). 
is small complete. 
Proof. It suffices to show that small products and equalizers of pairs of morphisms 
lift from Graph to CTS, since a standard category-theoretic result (see, e.g. [28, p. 
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1091) states that the existence of small products and equalizers of pairs of morphisms 
implies the existence of all small limits. Lifting products from 
accomplished by the obvious “componentwise” construction. 
“restriction of structure” construction suffices in the case of equalizers. Cl 
Theorem 2.2. has all small coproducts, which are preserved by the functor Graph. 
roof. Coproducts in m are obtained by taking the coproduct (disjoint union) 
of the underlying graphs, and defining t, u to be consistent only when both transitions 
are in the same summand, and are consistent in that summand. Cl 
We know very little about the existence or nonexistence of more general colimits 
in CTS. Because of the “cube axiom,” it seems difficult to find a useful general 
theorem about quotient constructions on CTS’s. 
2.2.3. Cartesian closure 
Surprisingly, the category CTS is Cartesian closed. The construction involves an 
interesting notion of “natural translation” between morphisms, which is similar to 
the notion of “natural transformation” between functors. 
Formally, suppose O-, p : C + D are morphisms. A natural translation from (T to 
p consists of a collection of transitions % = { %q : q E C} of 0, such that for each 
transition t : q -4 r in C, the following “naturality conditions” hold: 
(I) %,ta(t)= %m 
(2) Q(f)W~ = p(t). 
(3) The join 0(t) v Q4 exists. 
The transitions B4 are called the components of %. If % is a natural translation 
from a to 3, then we write % : (r- p. 
Suppose 011:1+-p and V:a - r are natural translations, where a, p, a : C + D. 
Then % and V are consistent if for each state q of C, the components 4!& and V” 
are consistent. If % and “lr are consistent, then let 8 : C + D be defined by S(t) = 
PwtrKJ%J ( e 9 uivalently, S(t) = T( t)f( %J‘&)). Define the residual of till after 
‘V by (%t V), = %J ‘Vq, which is easily seen to be a natural translation from T to 8. 
Given CTS’s C and D, construct he “exponential” CTS DC as follows: Let the 
states of DC be the morphisms from C to D, and, for each pair of morphisms a, 
7 : C + 0, let the transitions from u to r in DC be all natural translations from a 
to r. Let the identities of DC be the natural translations with each component an 
identity transition, and let consistency and residual be defined as in the previous 
paragraph. Pt is straightforward to check that DC satisfies the CTS axioms. 
For each CTS C, the map taking D to DC is the object m 
9 which is right adjoitit to the functor- {- x C) taking 
It suffices to show, for each D, the existence of an “evaluation map” 
qD:DcxC+ universal from (- x C) to D. The definition of q. is as follows: 
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If % is a transition of DC, and t is a transition of C, then define qD( %, t) = %dOm(t) v 
dom( %)( t). 
We first verify that q. is a morphism. Suppose (%, t) and (V, u) are consistent 
transitions of DC x C, where 9 : a- p and V: CTL, 7. Then 
‘r7D((% t)t(x u)) = qD(%f"yJ t?u) 
= (% cod(u) v codd v b(f)Md) 
c W cod(u) v (cr(t)tdU)))t”Crcod(,) 
= w dam(u) v cr(t))ta(U))tvcod(u) 
= m Born(r) v a(t))f(vdom(u) v a(u)) 
= qD(% t)t?D(sr, u), 
where we have made extensive use of the defining “naturality” properties of natural 
translations. 
Finally, we show that r)D is universal from (- X C) to D. Suppose T : B x C + D 
is a morphism. Let p : B -3 DC take each state q of B to the morphism 7( q, -j, : C + D, 
and each transition u : q + r of B to the natural translation % : r( q, -) * T( r, -) witi; 
components %P = T( U, p). Note that ? = TD 0 (p x 1 c), since if t : p + s is a transition 
of C and u : q + r is a transition of B, then 
qDb(u), t) = (cL(u))p vdom(dui)!t) = du, p) v dq, t) = du, t)* 
Moreover, the condition r = 7 D 0 (CL X 1 c) uniquely determines p, since for each 
transition u : q + r of B and state p of C we must have 
2.3. Computation categories 
Define a computation category to be a small category C with the following 
properties: 
(1) C has a terminal object. 
(2) Every arrow of C is an epimorphism. 
(3) Every isomorphism of C is an identity. 
(4) C has a pushout for every coinitial pair of arrows. 
Note that properties (1) and (3) imply that C has a unique terminal object 0. 
Moreover, C contains no arrow t : 0 + q for q f: f2. TO see this, suppose there were 
such a t. Then tw, = idO, because .Q is a terminal object, ‘r~ence t = (tw,)f. 
( twq)t = t( w,?), hence w,t = id, by the fact that t is an epimorphism. 
isomnrpbism from 0 to q, contradicting the u ueness of 
if C = (G, .) is a computation category, then we may regard G as an augmented 
graph G#. 
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Suppose C = (G, t) is a complete CTS, and let l denote the composition 
operation of C. Then C’= (G”, 0) is a computation category. Conversely, suppose 
C’= (G’, l ) is a computation category. Regard G’ as an augmented graph G#. For 
coinitial arrows t, u, let t t u denote the arrow opposite t in the pushout square determined 
by t and u. Then C = (G? ‘6) is a complete CTS. 
roof. (+): If a small category C’ is given with properties (l)-(4), then standard 
category-theoretic arguments uffice to show that (G, J’) satisfies the axioms for a 
complete CTS. 
(+: Conversely, given a complete CTS C, it follows from completeness and 
Lemma 2.1.4 that C’ is a category in which every arrow is an epimorphism. The 
state 0 is clearly a terminal object of C’. If v is an isomorphism of C’, with inverse 
v’, then v < vv’ = id and id < v, so v = id = v’ by Lemma 2.1 .l. The completeness of 
C implies that every coinitial pair of arrows t, u has a join t v u, which is a least 
upper bound of t and u by Lemma 2.1.6. Thus, every upper bound of t and u factors 
through t v u. The uniqueness of such factorizations follows from the fact that every 
arrow is an epimorphism. Since t(ut t) = t v u = u(ttu), it is now immediate that t, 
u, (utt), and (ttu) form a pushout square in C’. Cl 
Let C denote the full subcategory of CTS whose objects are the complete 
CTS’s, and let CCts: CCTS + CTS denote the inclusion functor. We now show that 
CCts has a left adjoint; that is, every CTS C freely generates a complete CTS C”, 
having the same states as C and whose transitions are equivalence classes of finite 
composable sequences of transitions of C. The construction generalizes the construc- 
tion of the free category G* generated by a graph G. The construction was discovered 
by Levy [27] in the setting of the h-calculus, and adapted in [6,lS] to the cases of 
recursive programs and left-linear term-rewriting systems without critical pairs. 
Consideration of problems in the theory of concurrency led to its independent 
rediscovery by the author in the present axiomatic setting. 
Suppose C = (G, t) is a CTS. Let G* denote the free category (objects = objects 
of G, identities = identities of G, nonidentity arrows = finite composable sequences 
of nonidentity arrows of G) generated by 6. Let t* be the extension to (G*)# of 
the operation t on G#, defined recursively by the following properties (see Fig. 3): 
(1) For all t : q + r in G*, define idJ*t = id, and tf*id, = t. 
(2) For all t : q + r in (G*)#, define wJ* t = w, and tT*o, = on. 
(3) For all t in G* and all a, 6 E G, with a, b coinitial and a, t composable, 
(alrb)(t~*wo), 
0, 
if atb # o and tt*(bta) # o, 
otherwise. 
* wit not in and all b E with b;, t coinitial and b, u 
t~*bu = (t~*b)t*u. 
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Fig. 3. Extension of t to T*. 
Lemma 2.3.1. The structure (G*, t*) is a pre-CTS that satisfies the following additional 
property: For all transitions t, u, v, with t and u coinitial, and u and v composable, 
(1) q*uv = (tt*u)f*v, 
(2) uv~“t = (u~*t)(v~*(q*u)). 
roof. Straightforward induction arguments using the properties of t and the 
definition of j’*. Cl 
Let - be the binary relation on the arrows of G* defined by t - u iff tf *u = id 
and uf*t = id. 
- has the following pmperties: 
- 8s an equivalence 
- u, then dom( t) = d 
t’, uc are consistent, and tf*u - t’j’*u’. 
(4) For all coinitial arrows t, u of G*, if tt*u -id and uj’*t - id, then t - U. 
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(1): It is clear that - is symmetric. It is reflexive because tT*t = id by Lemma 
2.3.1. Transitivity follows from Lemma 2.3.1, as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1. 
(2) is obvious from Lemma 2.3.1 and the definition of -. 
(3): Suppose transitions t, t’, zi, U’ of Cts(G*) are such that t - t’, u - u’, and t, 
u are consistent. Ey Lemma 2.3.1 and the assumption that t - t’, we have that 
( t’t* t)t*( UT* t) = id. But 
(tl”t)f*( uT”t) = (t’f*u)f*( tly*u) 
by Lemma 2.3.1, thus (t’t”u)f*( tt*u) = id. Similarly, 
(ty~)~*( t’T*u) = (tt*t’)ly*(ut*t’) = id, 
hence tT*u - t’f*u. Since t and u are consistent by assumption, it follows immedi- 
ately that t’ and u are consistent. Now, u’f*u = id, so tpj’*u = (t’j’*u)f*( u’~‘*u) by 
Lemma 2.3.1. Since 
(t’f*u)f*( u’f*u) = (t’f”u’)T*( uT”u’) 
by Lemma 2.3.1, and since uf*u’ = id, it follows that t’ and to’ are consistent, and 
t’f*u = t’f*u’ by Lemma 2.3.1. Thus, tj’*u - t’T*u = f’T*u’. 
(4): First note that it is immediate from Lemma 2.3.1 that t-id, holds for a 
transition of Cts( G*) iff t = id,. Thus, if tf*u -id and uT*t - id, then tf*u = id and 
uf*t = id. But this states exactly that t - u. El 
We now form the CTS C* as follows: 
Take the proper states of C as the proper states of C*. 
Define the proper transitions of C* to be the --equivalence classes. We write 
[t] for the equivalence class of t, and we define the identities of C* to be the 
equivalence classes of identities of C. Define dom([ t]) = dom( t) and cod([ t]) = 
cod(t). 
Define [t], [u] to be consistent iff t, u are consistent, in which case we define 
wrbl = [tt*ul* 
It is easily shown, using Lemma 2.3.2, that these definitions are independent of the 
choice of t and u. It is also straightforward to check that Cl- satisfies the CTS 
axioms. Moreover, C* is complete, since if [t] and [u] are composable transitions 
of C*, then [ t]t[ tu] = [ tf*tu] = [id] and [ t][ u]t[ t] = [ tut*t] = [ t4] by Lemma 2.3.1. 
ence [tu] = [t][u]. 
. The map, taking each CTS C to its completion C”, is the object map of 
a functor Cts : + which is left-adjoint o the inclusion of 
Let pc : C + C* take ransition t of C to its ivalence class [t]; t 
s to show that to ea 
orphism p* : C* 
satisfying p* 0 pc = p. 
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\Ne first note that a straightforward induction using Lem a 2.3.1 establishes t 
following fact: If 
ala2.. . a,f*6&2.. . b* = clc2.. . c,, 
PbAP(a2) . . . P~ATPU~P@~). . . p&n) = p(ch(c2). . . p(cn). 
Now, every proper transition of C* is of the form [aIa2.. . a,], where n > 0 and 
each ai is a proper transition of C. By Lemma 2.2.1, any morphism p* : C* + D 
must satisfy 
P*Gh~2.. . &II) = P*bl)P*(b21) l l l P*(b”l). 
The condition p” 0 pc = p implies in addition that p*( [ ai]) = p( ai), hence 
p”(ha2 . . . 4) daMa2) l . . da,). 
Thus, there can be at most one morphism p* : C* + D satisfying p* 0 pc = p. 
To show that p* exists, it suffices to show that for all proper transitions al, 
42, . . . , a, and bl , b2, . . . , b, of C, if [ ala2 . . . a,] = [ b,b, . . . b,J, then 
PWPb2) l l l Ptan) = Ptbl)Ptb2) l l l PtbnaJm 
But if [ala2. . . a,,] = [blb2. . . b,J, then 
ala2.. . aJ*blb2.. . b,,,=id”=id 
b1b2... 6,J*a1a2.. . a,, = id” = id. 
Applying the fact noted above, we see that 
PwP(a2) . . . p(CI,)Tp(h)p(b2) l l l p(b,) 
and 
PU4P(b2)mm l pUhn)~p(a~)pb2). . . p(G) 
are identities, showing p(al)p(a2). . . p(a,) = p&)p(bJ . . . p(b,,,). 
Finally, to show that the function p* is a morphism, we must show that it preserves 
identities and residuals of consistent pairs of transitions. Each identity of C* is of 
the form [id,], where id, is an identity of C, and we must have p*([id,]) = p(id,) = 
id,. oreover, if [ala2 . . . a,] and [ b,b, . . . b,.J are consistent, then using the fact 
noted above shows that 
p*([a~a2.. . an]~[blb2.. . b,,,]) = p*([ala2.. . a,,~*b162.. . b,,,]) 
= phMa2)m. l p( a,)fp( bl)p( b2) .. . p( 
= p*([ala2.. . Gl)~p*([hb2 l . l ML 
as required. El 
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We often need to know which transitions of C* are atomic, in the sense that they 
correspond to single transitions of C. In contrast to the case of ordinary NDTS’s, 
where the structure of a free category is sufficient to recover the generating graph, 
we cannot uniquely recover a CTS C from its completion C*. Thus, we define the 
subobject ofatoms of C* to be the “inclusion of generators” pc : C + C*. A transition 
of C* is called an atom if it is pc( t) for some transition t of C. 
2.4. Computation diagrams 
In this section we generalize to CTS’s the notions of “computation tree” and 
“computation” for ordinary transition systems. 
A pointed CTS is an object of the comma category (IJCTS), where 1 is a terminal 
object in CTS. That is, a pointed CTS is a pair (C, qJ, where C is a CTS, and qc 
is a state of C, called the start state. 
A computation diagram is a pointed CTS (D, I), such that 1 is an initial object 
of the completion D* of D. It is easy to see then that the prefix relation on the 
initial arrows of D* determines a corresponding ordering on the states of D*, 
showing that D* is a join-semilattice with 1 as least element and 0 as greatest 
element. A complete computation diagram is a computation diagram (0, .Q such 
that D is complete. Let CDiag and CCDiag denote the full subcategories of (l&CT@ 
whose objects are the computation diagrams, and the complete computation 
diagrams, respectively. 
Each pointed CTS (C, q‘) determines a corresponding complete computation 
diagram (q&&C*), which we call the complete computation diagram of (C, q‘). ‘Ike 
objects of (q‘$C”) are called the events of (C, qJ. The transitions of (qJC*) are 
pairs (t, u) of events of C* such that t < u. A set J of events of (C, qJ is called 
consistent if the join of each finite subset of J is a proper event. 
eoreEn 2.6. T map, taking each pointed, complete CTS (C, qJ to its complete 
computation ( qL 4 C*), is the object map of a functor, which is right-adjoint 
to the inclusion iag in ( ) . 
Let the “natural map” qc : (q&&C*) -) (C, qJ take each transition (t, u) of 
rresponding transition rptt of (C*, qJ9 which we may regard as a 
q‘) because C is complete re isomorphic to C*. It is 
straightforward to check t S morphism, an 
ointe n diagram to (C, q‘) factors 
uniquely through qc. 0 
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The computation diagram of a poin?ed CTS (C, qJ is the subobject o : (D, I) + 
(qJC*) making the following diagram a pullback in ( 
(cs 9‘) pc ) (C”, a) 
(D,I) 7 (9‘K”) 
Here ccc : (C, qJ + (C*, qL) is the “inclusion of generators,” and qc* : (qJC*) + 
(C*, qJ is the “natural map” of the previous theorem. It is not difficult to see that 
(D*, I) = (qJ C*), and thus (0, I) may be regarded as the “subdiagram of atoms” 
or “Hasse diagram” of (q&&C*). 
Theorem 2.7. 7%e map, taking each pointed CTS to its computation diagram, is 
right-adjoint o the inclusion of CDiag in (l~CX3). 
Proof. Strrlightforward. Cl 
In view of the preceding result, we shall use the “comma category” notation 
(q&&C) to denote the computation diagram (D, I) of (C, qJ, even though C is not 
necessarily a category. 
We are now ready to define the “computations” of a pointed CTS Recall that 
an ideal of a partially ordered set (K, <) is a subset J of K that is 
(1) (nonempty): J # 0; 
(2) (downward-closed): If t E J and u E K are such that u 6 t3 then u E J; 
(3) (directed): If t E J and u E J, then there exists v E J such that t =G v and u < v. 
An ideal J of K is principal if it is the set of all elements below some element t of 
K. It is proper if J # K. 
A computation of a pointed CTS (C, qJ is a proper ideal of its complete computa- 
tion diagram (q&Z*). A computation is finite if it is a principal ideal, otherwise 
it is infinite. 
The preceding definition of computation has some convenient properties, which 
we summarize below. A set 9 of computations of (C, qL) is called chain-complete if 
whenever .% is a subset of 9 that is linearly ordered with respect o inclusion, then 
U 4 is also an element of 3. 
t of computations ofapointed C is an algebraic directed-complete 
poset under inclusion order, whose finite elements e principal ideals. 
(2) Every consistent set of events of ( C, in a unique least co 
$ is a nonempty, chain-complete s t of co utations of (C, qJ, 
element of ,$ is included in a maximd element of 9. 
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Proof. (1): That the set of computations of (C, Ed’) is an algebraic directed-complete 
poset, with the principal i eals as finite elements, is a standard perty of the 
“completion by ideals” of a partially ordered set (see e.g. [ 141). 
(2) is obvious from the fact that ideals are defined by closure e&s. 
(3) is just Zorn’s Lemma applied to sets of computations. Cl 
In view of this result, we henceforth identify the events of (C, 6~‘) with the 
corresponding finite computations. We say that a collection 9 of co 
consistent if U$ is consistent, in which case we define V $ to be the least 
computation containing U 9. 
We conclude this section with a result that shows that our generalized efinition 
of computations as ideals does not depart too radically from a more conventional 
notion of computation sequences. 
A computation sequence for a pointed CTS (C, q‘) is a finite or infinite sequence 
of events of (C, qJ, such that to = id,, and for each k 3 0, the transition tk+& is 
an atom (possibly an identity). The ideal Vk tk is called the computation generated 
by the sequence to < tl < t2 < - l l . For a finite computation sequence 
the number n is called the length of the sequence, and the event tn is called its result. 
Define the rank of an event t of (C, q‘) to be the least n such that t is the result 
of a computation sequence of length n for (C, q‘). Since every transition t of C* 
can be factored into a sequence of atoms, every event of (C, qJ has finite rank. 
.2. If t is an event of (C, q&j, then 
rank 0 ijt”t=id l 
(2) g t has rank k > 0, th:i t = ua, where u has rank <k and a is an atom. 
roof. (.k ). If t = id, is an identity, then to = t is the required computation sequence 
of length Q. Conversely, if t is the result to of a computation sequence of iengt’il0, 
then t= fir, which equals id, by definition of ;d computation sequence. 
(2): Si3ppose t has rank k > 0. Then there exists a computation sequence 
of length k, with result t. Let u = t&l and a = f&k-l. U 
A consistent set T of transitions of a CTS C is called dependent if there exists 
t E T such that t < V T’ for so finite subset of T’ not containing t. If T is not 
d:;peradent, then it endent. A CTS C i id to have jhite concurrency 
if it has no infinite in ets of transitions. ote in particular that if G is 
a graph, then Cts( finite concurrency. 
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Suppose (C, qL) is a pointed C where C has $nitti concurrency. Then 
every computation of ( C, q, ) is the computation generated by some computation 
sequence. 
Proof. Suppose J is a computation of Cs,. We construct a computation sequence 
with each tk E J, inductively as follows: Define no = 0 and let t4 = id,. Clearly, t% E J. 
Suppose tnk E J has been defined, and let Jk = {t&. : t E J}. It is easy to see that Jk 
is a computation of (C, cod( t,,)). Let U,, be a maximal independent set of atomic 
events in Jk. Since C has finite concurrency, & is finite, thus V IJk exists and is 
in Jk. Moreover, V & is a transition of C*, hence can be expressed as the composi- 
tion of atoms: a1a2.. . a,,,. Define tk+i = t&as . . . ai for 1 G in m, and define nk+l 2-r 
nk+m. 
Now, we show by induction on k that for all k a 0, if t E J has rank k, then t =6 tnk. 
From this it follows, because every event t E J has finite rank, that the computation 
sequence 
generates J. For k = 0, the event id, is the only one of rank 0, and id, = t% by 
definition. Suppose, for some k 3 0, that if u E J has rank S then u < tnk. Let t be 
of rank k + 1. Then t = ua, where u is of rank Ir, and a is an atom. By induction 
hypothesis, u < tnk. Since tttn, E Jk, and 
is an atom, it must be that tf t,,k =S V Uk, hence t 6 tnk+, . Cl 
3. CTS semantics of process networks 
In this section, we show how concurrent ransition systems can be used as the 
basis for a dataflow-like model of concurrent computation. The kind of model we 
consider is similar to those of [7, 13, 19, 20, 29, 401, and concerns a system of 
processes with internal state that communicate by transmitting messages through 
named “ports”. Each port is shared by at most two processes, one of which (called 
the “receiver”) always inputs messages from the port, and the other of which (called 
the “sender”) always outputs messages to the port. Usually, ports are regarded as 
buffers that transmit messages in FIFO order. owever, for our purposes, it will be 
convenient o take a slightly more abstract p t of view in which we think of the 
state of a port as part of the internal state of the receiver for t 
us to regard the transmission of a message 
message at the input rt of a receiver as syn 
t will also be conven t to adopt a slightly more abstract point of view than usual, 
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regarding the number and type of the ports used by a process. That is, rather than 
assume that a process has a specific number of input and output ports, each of 
which is capable of handling values from a certain set, we merely assume that each 
process has a “type” (X9 Y), where X and Y are trace algebras whose elements 
represent possible message histories for the input and output ports of that process, 
respectively. The example at the end of Section 3.1 will clarify this point. 
For this section, some additional notation will be convenient. If t and 01 are 
proper transitions of CTS’s C and D, respectively, then we write t : u to denote the 
transition of C x D whose first component is t and whose second component is t. 
Similarly, if A : C + D and A ’ : C -, D’ are morphisms, then (A : A ‘) : C + D x D’ maps 
a proper transition t of C to A (t) : A’(t) in D x D’. We use ?rc and 7rD to denote 
the projections from the product C x D to C and D, respectively. If A : B + C x D 
is a morphism, then we often write A c’ and AD as abbreviatioris for arc 0 A and 
SD 0 A, respectively. 
We will be making frequent use of trace algebras (see Section 2, Example 2). If 
X is a trace algebra, then we denote the identity of X by cx, or just &, when X is 
clear from the context. We denote the prefix ordering by gx, or just <, and the 
join by vx, or just v. We identify a trace algebra X with the corresponding 
one-proper&a ,cI tr*CTS, so that trace algebras form a full subcategory of CTS. If X 
and Y are trace algebras, then their product X x Y in CT’S is also a trace algebra. 
The ideal space of a trace algebra X is the set X of ideals of X, which is an algebraic 
directed-complete poset with respect o inclusion. It will be convenient o regard X 
as included in X9 by identifying each x E X with the corresponding principal ideal. 
We can then view the inclusion order on X as an extension of the prefix ordering 
s on X, and we use the same symbol 4 in both cases. The elements of X c X are 
called the finite elements of X, and all other elements of X are called infinite. A 
morphism p : X + Y extends uniquely to a continuous function @ : x + E We will 
generally identify X x Y and X x Y, exploiting the obvious natural isomorphism. 
3.1. Machines 
We use “machines” to model processes. The kind of machine we consider consists 
of two parts: a “free-running” part, which describes the behavior of the process in 
the absence of input, and an “input-driven” part, which describes the effect of 
arriving input. Our machines are obtained by using CTS’s to generalize the “‘sequen- 
tial machines” of classical automata theory [ 12,151. In the classical case, a machine 
comprises a set of states Q, and an “action” 6 : X + Set( Q, Q), which is a monoid 
homomorphism from a free monoid X of input strings to the monoid Set( Q, Q) of 
functions from Q to Q. For each input string x, the function S(x) describes the 
change of state caused by that input. Such a machine simply responds to input; it 
has no free-running capability. In our generalization, we replace the state set Q by 
a CTS C, the free monoid by an arbitrary trace algebra, and we let 6 be a monoid 
homomorphism from to the hmonoid of “orthogonal” endomorphisms of C, 
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defined formally below. The CTS C describes the free-running capabilities of the 
machine, and S describes the effect of input. We emphasize that S(X) acts on 
transitions of C, as well as on states. 
Suppose C is a CTS. An endomorphism pi : C -, C is orrhogortal if, 
(1) for all transitions t of C, if p(t) = id, then t = id; 
(2) for all coinitial pairs t, u of transitions of C, if p(t) and P(U) are consistent, 
then so are t and u. 
action of a trace algebra X on C is a monoid homomorphism 6 : X + 
such that for each XE X, the morphism 6(x) is orthogonal. We usu 
instead of S(x), for the appiication of an action 8 to argument x E X. 
Suppose X and Y are trace algebras. An (X, Y)-machine is a four-tuple & = 
(C, 4‘9 A, 8)s where 
l C is a CTS, called the underlying CTS of A, 
0 q‘ is a distinguished state of C, called the start state of 4, 
@ A : C + Y is a morphism, called the output map of A, 
l S is an action of X on C, called the input map of Jlil, 
such that A 0 S, = A for all x E X. 
Machine M is called a Kahn machine if its underlying CTS C is determinate. In 
the special case that X = 1 (the terminal object in CT’S), an (X, Y)-machine will 
be called a Y-automaton. Note that a Y-automaton is completely specified by giving 
its underlying CTS C, its start state qL, and its output map A : C + Y, since there is 
only one possible input map S : I + CTS( C, C). 
We require the orthogonality property in the definition of a machine so that the 
definition of the “feedback” operation on machines (see Section 3.2.4) and the 
related construction of an automaton from a machine (see Section 4.1) make sense. 
If Jt = (C, q‘, A, S) and 4’ = (C’, q:, A’, 8) are (X, Y)-machines, then a morphism 
from d to A’ is a morphism p : C + C’ of the underlying CTS’s, such that 
(I) 41= JUG?‘), 
(2) A =A+, 
(3) S~o~=j~& for all xEX 
Let Machx,Y denote the category of (X9 Y)-machines and their morphisms, and let 
Autoy =Machl,Y be the category of Y-automata. 
To illustrate the expressive power of the (X, Y)-machine model, we show how 
the axioms are satisfied by a kind of process that conrmunicates with its environment 
by reading sequences of values from input ports and writing sequences of values 
to output ports. 
Formally, suppose V is a set of calues, and m, n are natural numbers. Then a 
monotone sequential datajlow process ( DP) with m input ports and n output ports 
is a triple (Q, q‘, A), where 
Q is a set of states, with qL E Q a distinguished start state; 
A~(Qx(V*)“)x(V*)“x(Qx(V*)“) is a set of transitions. 
such that 
(1) for all qE contains a transition ((4, e), 6, (q, E)); 
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(2) if the set A contains a transition ((4, x’), y, (4’, x’)), then A also contains a 
transition ((4, x’x), y, (q’, x”x)) for each x E X0 
Each transition ((4, x), y, (q’, x’)) in A represents a possible process step, in 
which a vector x of value sequences on the input ports of the process is replaced 
by a new vector x’ (if x = x’x’, then we may think of the prefix x” of x as being 
consumed in the step), a vector y of value sequences is transmitted to the output 
ports of the process, and the internal state of the process is changed from q to q’. 
We think of input values arriving at the input port of a process as getting concatenated 
with the current sequence of values in the port. Condition (2) above thus states that 
arrival of new input values can never cause transitions enabled for a process to 
become disabled, only new transitions to become enabled. This is the reason for 
using the adjective “monotone” to describe these processes. 
Any program expressed in a nondeterministic secluentisl programming language 
with primitives for reading Jalues from inprt ports and writing values to output 
ports, but not for testing for the absence of values on input ports, can be regarded 
as defining an MSDP. For m 3 0, let ( V*)” be tte trace algebra whose elements 
of elements of the free monoid V*, with composat:Dn and identity 
ponentwise. Assuming a suitable definition of the “input/output rela- 
tion” computld by a process (we shall provide such a definition in the sections to 
follow), it can be shown that every continuous function from (v*)” to (v*)” is 
computed by an MSDP. An example of a nonfunctional process also representable 
as an MSDP is “unfair merge,” which has two input ports and one output port, 
and executes a loop in which input is nondeterminstically chosen from one of the 
input ports and output on the output port. This merge is “unfair” because we do 
not make any assumption about how often in a computation one enabled branch 
of a nondeterministic hoice may be rejected in favor of another. 
An MSDP (Q, qe, A) may be regarded as an (X, Y)-machine .H = (C, qL, h, 6) as 
fonlows: -- 
Let X be the trace algebra (V*)” and Y the trace algebra (V*)“. 
Let the US C have as proper states all pairs (q, x) with q E Q and x E X, and 
as proper transitions the elements of A. Define 
dod(q, xl, Y, (!I’, x’)) = (4, x), 
cW(q, 4, Y, (q’, x’)) = (q’, x’)* 
Let the identities of C be the transitions (( q9 E), E, (q, e)), and let t be de5ned 
so that two coinitial transitions are consistent iff they are equ;rl, or one is an identity. 
takes a transition ((4, x’), yv (q’, x”)) E 
which exists by condition (2) in the 
t these definitions satisfy the requirements for an 
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3.2. An algebra of machines 
We are interested in the prcperties of an algebra of machines, with respec 
operations that correspond toways of building more complex machines from si 
components. Although many such operations can be defined, in this paper we re 
our attention to parallel product, input and output relabeling, and feedback The e 
of these operations i depicted schematically in Fig. 4. The “adjointness” resul 
Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 provide motivation for considering this particular colIec 
of operations. 
- 
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Fig. 4. Operations on machines. 
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3.2.1. Parallel product 
Suppose & = (C, qL, h, S) is an (X, Y)-machine and A’= (C’, q:, A’, 6’) is an 
(X’, Y’)-machine. Define the parallel product of A and A’ to be the (X x X’, Y’x 
Y&machine 
A x A’= (C x C’, (q‘, qi), h’x A, V), 
where S!:,# = S, x 6:. for each X:X% X x X’. Parallel product is easily seen to be the 
object ap of a functor from achxe,yt to MachXxXt,Y’x y. 
3.2.2. Output relabeling 
Suppose JU = (C, qL, A, S) is an (X, Y)-machine, and p : Y + 2 is a morphism. 
Define the output relabeling of J& by p to be the (X, Z)-machine 
A D p = w, q‘, p O A, a. 
Output relabeling is the object map of a fu ctor from Machx,y to Machx,=. 
3.2.3. Input relabeling 
Suppose elu = (C, q&, A, 6) is an (X, Y)-machine, and p : 2 + X is a morphism. 
Define the input relabeling of A by p to be the (2, Y)-machine 
P D Ji = w, qL, A, 6 O PI- 
Input relabeling is the object map of a functor from Machx,Y to Machz,y. 
3.2.4. Feedback 
Given a (2 x X, Y x Z)-machine A, 1 9:~ wish to define an (X, Y x Z)-machine 
&JW ;3z, which represents the machine A with its Z-output “fed back” to its Z-input. 
Each transition t : q + r in the underlying CTS of A generates ome feedback input 
h=(t). To account for this feedback input, transition t in {.&}oz will not have 
codomain r, but rather it will have codomain 6Az(lJzEx( r). Thus, each transition t of 
14 DZ can be thought of as a transition of .4t that has been “composed” with the 
effect, given bY hz(r):ex, of the feedback input generated by t. 
Formally, suppose A = (C, qL, A, 6) is a (2 x X, Y x Z)-machine. Define thefeed- 
back (JW,z of A with respect o 2 to be the (X, Y x Z)-machine 
LW ;3z = (C’, 90 A’, 8% 
where 
C’ is a CTS whose states and transrtions are the same as those of C, but whose 
domain and codomain functions are defined as follows: 
dom’( t) = dom( t), cod’!t) = S,,,,,:,,(cWt)). 
e identities of C’ are the same as those of C. For coinitial t, u, let t and u be 
consistent in C’ iff they are consistent in C, and define 
tYu = &(U):EJ@4- 
A’: Cl+ Y is defined by A’(t) = A(t). 
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8’: X + CTS( C’, C’) is defined by 6:(t) = 2&z:x( t). 
It is straightforward to verify that {A} oz is. in fact, an (X, Y x Z)-machine. The 
assumption that &,, is orthogonal for all z:x’ E Z x X is used in the verification of 
CTS axioms (3) and (4). 
The feedback ration can be shown to be the object map of a functor from 
3.3. Observable quivalence 
Define the pairing of an (X, Y) machine A ar.d a ( Y, X)-machine JV to be the 
(X x Y)-automaton 
Intuitively, the automaton (A, N) represents aclosed system consisting of machines 
A and N executing in parallel, with the output of A feeding the input of N and 
the output of N feeding the input of JK 
We next associate with each Y-automaton & an output set, which represents the 
set of all possible outputs that can be produced in the various runs of A Output 
sets of automata are special cases of input/output relations of machines, which 
we will define and investigate in more detail in Section 4. Formally, suppose 
& = (C, q‘, A ) is a Y-automaton. The computations of J& are the computations of 
the pointed CTS (C, qJ. A computation J of & is maximal if it is not properly 
included in any other computation of SE! Let qc : ( \s C) + (C, q&) denote the “natural 
map” associated with the computation diagram construction (a right adjoint). Define 
the synchronization diagram Diag(& of & to be the pair (( qJ C), At), where 
At = A 0 qc. Intuitively, Diag(&) is obtained by “unwinding” & to obtain its 
computation diagram, and labeling transitions in this diagram consistently with the 
corresponding transitions in J& The induced map (At)* : (q&&C*) + Y labels each 
event of JZZ by its output trace. This map extends uniquely to a continuous map x 
from the cpo of computations of ti to the ideal space Y of Y. Thus, each computation 
J of & determines an ideal x(J) E Y, which we call the complete output trace of J. 
The output set Out(&) of d is the set of all complete output traces determined by 
maximal computations of 5& 
We say that (X, Y)-machines A and A’ are observably equivalent, and we write 
A - A’, if we have 
Out(& N) = Out(A’, N) 
for all ( Y, X)-machines N. Here we use the idea of defining process equivalences 
based on indistinguishability with respect to tests performe by “observers” or 
“environments,” which is discussed in [ 111. 
We wish to show that observable quivalence is a congruence wit 
operations on machines. his can be done wit the help of some 
are intended to be suggestive of results on adjoint operators in linear algebra. 
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Lemma 3.3.1. 
(1) Suppose Jt is an (X, Y)-machine, JV is a ( Y, X)-machine, and v : 
Y x X takes x:y to y:x. Then 
(2) Suppose .4t is an (X, Y)-machine, N is a (2, X)-machine, and p : Y + Z. Then 
(3) Suppose Jl is an (X, Y)-machine, N is a (Z, W)-machine, and 9 is a ( Wx 
Y, X x Z) -machine. Then 
roof. Straightforward. q 
A result exactly analogous to (2) and (3) does not hold with ((.lu},,, N) on the 
left-hand side of the isomorphism. Intuitively, the reason is that the feedback 
operation we have defined causes the application of feedback input to occur 
simultaneously with the transition that generates it. For ({&}Dz, N) to be isomorphic 
to (4, N’) we would need a machine N that could transfer input instantaneously 
from its input to its output, a capability that our machines do not have. However, 
by using as a “buffer” a (Z, Z)-machine & that simply passes its input through 
unchanged to its output, we can obtain a somewhat weaker result (Lemma 3.3.2 
below), which is adequate for our purposes. Lemma 4.6.2 provides the machine &, 
and we anticipate this result here, rather than restating a special case. 
mma 3.3.2. Suppose .M is a (Z x X, Y x Z)-machine, and N is a ( Y x Z, 
X)-machine. Let p : Y x Z -, Y x Z x Z be the morphism that takes y:z to y:z:z, and 
let w : Z x X x Y x Z + X x Y x Z be the morphism that takes z’:x:y:z to x:y:z. Then 
oa&z 9 N) = Out((& p D (Nx &)) D n). 
Suppose J&’ = ({J~~}~~, N) = (C, qL, A) and 
d’=(A,p D (Nx&)) D ==(C’,q;,A’). 
We can construct morphisms 
“) + (q:uc’)/*) and p’: (934~‘)“) + (!?‘K”), 
such that (A’)? = A? 0 p, p’o p = id, an t’<p(p’( t’)) for all events t’ in Lw’)*). 
rom this, it follows that the output sets of & and ti’ are identical. omit the 
details. 0 
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3.1. Observable equivalence is a congruence with respect to parallel product, 
beling, and feedback It is also a congruence with respect to input relabeling 
by left-invertible morphisms. That is, 
(1) Suppose 4 and 4’ are (X, Y)-machines, and Jbd - 4’. Then 
(a) 4t x N - 4’ x Af for all machines N; 
(b) 4 D p -A’ D p for all morphisms p : Y + Z; 
(c) p D & - p D #for all morphisms p : Z + Xfor which there exists a morphism 
p’:X+Zwithp’~p=i&. 
(2) Suppose .4t and 4’ are (Z x X, Y x Z )-machines. If 4 - A’, then ( 
I 
LfU tX* 
Moreover, - is the largest congruence on machines, respecting parallel product and 
feedback, that does not relate automata with distinct output sets. 
Proof. (l)(a): Let 9 be an arbitrary ( W x Y, X x Z)-machine, and let tr be as in 
Lemma 3.3.1(3). Using that lemma and ;he equivalence of .& and A’, we have 
Out(A x N, 9) = Out(A, (Jr x 9},,, *) 
= Out(A’, {N x 9q~Zx w) 
= Out(dl’ x N, 9). 
(l)(b): Similar to (l)(a), but using Lemma 3.3.1(2). 
(1 )(c): Similar to (l)(b), but using the isomorphism 
(p D JW’)==VW+ PD (P'x&), 
obtained from Lemma 3.3.1( 1,2), plus the assumption that p’ 0 p = idz. 
(2): Similar to the above, but using Lemma 3.3.2. 
To show that - is the largest congruence that respects parallel product and 
feedback, but does not relate automata with distinct output sets, suppose = is such 
a congruence on machines, which relates two (X, Y)-machines A and A’ that are 
not related by - . By definition of -, there exists a ( Y, X)-machine N such that 
Out(A, N) # Out(M, X). 
But we must have (4, N) = (A’, JV) by the assumption that = is a congruence with 
respect o parallel product and feedback. Hence = relates two automata with distinct 
output sets. Cl 
The full abstraction problem for machines is the problem sf characterizing the 
structure of the quotient algebra of machines modulo observable quivalence. 
difficulty of this problem has become apparent since it was first pointed oet b 
and more conclusive an [ 81 (the so-calle 
mes to their input/out- 
put relations is not homomorphic with respect o feedback. Since then, a number 
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of researchers [3,23,24,37,38,40] have proposed process models that incorporate 
somewhat more information than just input/output relations. Abramsky [I] has 
shown the full abstractness of a power domain model, with respect o a notion of 
observable equivalence based on finite computations. To the author’s knowledge, 
though, none of these models has been shown both consistent with (i.e. a homo- 
morphic image of) an operational semantics as well as fully abstract (i.e. c,bservably 
equivalent processes have identical images), when both infinite and finite computa- 
tions are considered. Recently, a full abstraction result has been claimed by Kok 
l-251 . 
4. An analysis of feedback 
It would seem that a deep understanding of the feedback operation is prerequisite 
to a satisfactory resolution of the full abstraction problem. Whereas the parallel 
product operation is readily seen to be respected by the mapping from machines 
to iqput/output relations, the same does not hold for the feedback operation. The 
inrut/output relation of a (2 XX, Y x 2).machine A simply does not contain 
enough information, in general, to determine the input/output relation of {J&I}az . 
In an attempt to make progress on the full abstraction problem, in this section 
we investigate how the feedback operation behaves under a sequence of mappings 
that starts with machines and ends with input/output relations. The idea is to try 
to delete more and more information, getting successively more abstract representa- 
tions of the behavior of machines, until we cannot see how to delete any more 
infnrmation and still preserve the machine operations. Some of the representations 
at intermediate stages between machines and input/output relations are similar to 
various models that have been proposed for concurrent processes. Thus, as a 
byproduct of our analysis, we obtain an improved understanding of the relationship 
between these models. 
Our first mapping takes an (X, Y)-machine to a correspond;ng (X x Y)- 
automaton. Whereas machines can be thought of as a CTS generalization of the 
sequential machines of classical automata theory, automata can be thought of as a 
CTS generalization of classical nondeterministic automata, or the !abeled transition 
systems used, e.g. in [9, lo]. Our second mapping “unwinds” automata to obtain 
their synchronization diagrams,” which are a generalization of “synchronization 
trees” [Ml. We then show how each synchronization diagram determines a set of 
“behaviors,” which represent “fair” or “completed” computations. Abstracting 
further from sets of behaviors, we obtain sets of “histories,” which are related to 
the “pomset” model of 138,391, We then map sets of histories to sets of “scenarios,” 
where a scenario re resents information about causal relationships between input 
t in a single computation. Our scenarios are similar in spirit, although 
lly identical to, the scenarios originally defined by Bror=k and Ackerman 
inally, we show how scenario sets determine input/output relations. 
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For each of the mappings, we prove a theorem showing a sense in which the 
mapping is homomorphic with respect o the feedback operation on machines. All 
of the mappings except the one to input/output relations are homomorphic with 
respect o the algebra of all machines. The mapping from scenarios to input/output 
relations is homomorphic only on the subalgebra of Kahn machines-its failure to 
be homomorphic for unrestricted machines is the Brock-Ackerman anomaly already 
mentioned. We show that the input/output relation of an (X, Y)-Kahn machine is 
the graph of a continuous function from X to v, and that the map from Kahn 
machines to continuous functions transforms feedback into a certain least-fixed-point 
construction. This least-fixed-point characterization of feedback was first noted by 
Kahn [ 191, and has been called the “Kahn Principle.” Alt ough the Kahn Principle 
has been prfjved before [13], our proof applies to a more general, axiomatically 
defined class of processes. 
4.2. Automata 
Given R E 2, let X denote the ( Y, X)-machine (X, qL, idx, 6), where q‘ is the 
unique proper state of X and a,, :X+X is idx for each y E Y. Intuitively, X is a 
machine that ignores its input, and is capable of outputting an arbitrary element of 
X at any time. Each (X, Y)-machine M determines a corresponding (X x Y)- 
automaton Auto(&), under the definition 
Auto(&) = (A, gj. 
x Y)-automaton SB to be an tx, Y) -input/output automaton 
(respectively (X, Y)-Kahn automaton) if & = Auto!.& d for some (X, Y)-machine 
(respectively (X, Y) - ‘nahn machine) AV. 
We now characterize the structure of input/output automata. To state this result, 
some additional terminology will be convenient. Suppose C is a CTS, and h : C + X 
is a morphism. We say that a proper transition t of & is canonical w.r.t. A, if for 
any other proper transition t’ of C, with dom( t) = dom( t’) and A( t’) = A(t), we have 
t =S t’. Note that canonical transitions, when thev exist, are uniquely determined by 
their domain and their image under A. 
Theorem 4.1. An (X x Y)-automaton & = (C, q, A) is an (X, Y)-inputjoutput 
automaton i$& has the following properties: 
( 1) For each proper state q of ~8, and each x E X, there exists a transition x4 of C 
with dom(x,) = q and A&,) = x, such that x4 is canonical w.r.t. Ax. 
(2) Each proper transition t : q + r of &, has a decomposition t = x4 v u, where 
x = Ax(t). 
(3) b-or each proper transition t: q + r of &, and each x E 
(xTA (t)),. 
we have xJt = 
(4) For each proper transition t : q + r of J& and each x E X, if x and A(t) are 
consistent, hen X~ and t are consistent, and x,, v t exists in J& 
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(5) For each proper transition t : q -) r of Se, and each x E X, if Ax(t) = 6 and 
ttx, = id,, then t = id,. 
Moreover, & is a Kahn automaton iff it has the additional property: 
(6) For each coinitial pair t, u of proper transitions of &, if Ax(t) and Ax(u) are 
consistent, hen t and u are consistent. 
roof. We show (a): If d = Auto(d) for some & then & has properties (l)-(S), 
and also property (6) in case A is a Kahn machine. (+): If d has properties 
(l)-(S), then s4 f= Auto(&) for some A, and if & has property (6), then Jt can be 
&osen to be a Kahn machine. 
(+: Suppose Se = Auto(d). Since properties (l)-(5) are preserved under 
isomorphism, we may suppose without loss of generality that & = Auto(d). Then 
the state set of & is (in bijective correspondence with) the state set of A, and the 
transitions of & are pairs (t, x), where t is a transition of d and x E X. It is easily 
shown that the transitions x4 = (id,, x) are the canonical transitions required by 
property (1). The remaining properties then follow by straightforward calculations, 
which we omit. 
(+): Suppose & = (C, qL, A) has psoperties (l)-(5). We show how to construct 
JU so that &i = Auto(d). It is easily/eiified that the states of C, equipped with all 
transitions t of C such that Ax( t)‘L E, define a sub-automaton &’ = (C’, qL, A’) of 
&. Let 6:X* (C’, C’) be denned by &(t) = tTxdomla). Straightforward calcula- 
tions, which we omit, from t&definitions and properties (l)-(S) suffice to verify 
that JU = (C’, q‘, A &, S) is a?&X, Y)-machine. It is also easily verified that if & has 
property (6), then JU is a Kahn machine. 
We claim that & = Auto(d). The required isomorphism p : Auto(Jtl) + & is 
obtained as the morphism that takes each transition (u, x) : dom( u) + &(cod( u)) of 
Auto(A) to the join xs v u in & wnich exists by property (4). The morphism p is 
surjective on transitions because by property (2), every proper transition t of & has 
a decomposition t= x4 v u, where x = Ax ( t). To show that it is injective on transitions, 
it suffices to show the uniqueness of such decompositions in J$. If x4 v u and X~ v u‘ 
are two decompositions of t, then (~4 v u)t(x, v u’) is an identity transition. Since 
(~4 v u)‘/(x, v u’) = [x&x, v u’)] v [ut(x, v u’)], it follows that uf(x, v u’) is an iden- 
titytranSitiOn. However, u~‘(x~ v u’)=(u?u’)?(x~~‘u’),~~~ j?.f’=x~~d(~~)byproperty 
(3). Hence uj’u’ is an identity transition by property (5). Similar reasoning shows 
that u’J’u is an identity transition, thus u = u’. 0 
In case ~4 = (C, qL, A) is an (X, Y)-input/output automaton, we will refer to the 
canonical transitions X~ of & as pure-input ransitions, and to decompositions 
t=xqvv,withx=Ax(t),as re-input/ output decompositions. It will also sometimes 
be convenient o use A’” an as alternate notations for Ax and A y, respectively. 
back operation on machines is transformed by 
e relabeling functor 
(-) D (rrz:idwxz): zx wxz 
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has a right adjoint 
whose object map takes each (2 x W x 2).automaton & = (C, qL, h) to the 
( W K 2).automaton {&}=, = (C’, q‘, A’), where C’ is the sub-CTS of C consisting 
of all transitions t of C for which the two 2 components of h(t) are equal, and A,’ 
takes each t in C’ to Awxz(t). 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose & is u (2 x X, Y x Z)-machine. 7Iten 
Auto({dt}& = {Auto),,. 
Proof. If Jt = (C, C, A, S), then the required isomorphism maps a transition (t, x) of’ 
Auto({A}& to the corresponding transition (t, A=( t):x) of {Auto(&}=z. The 
details are straightforward, and are omitted. Cl 
4.2. Synchronization diagrams 
If W is a trace algebra, then a W-synchronization diagram is a W-automaton 
5% = (0, .L, A), whose underlying CTS D is a computation diagram with initial state 
1. Since 1 can be determined from the structure of 0, it is redundant information 
for synchronization diagrams, and we henceforth omit mention of it. Also, we will 
not bother to distinguish notationally between A and the mapping it induces from 
events of D to W? Let Diagw deno?e the full subcatego uto w, whose objects 
are the W-synchronization diagrams. The map Diag : iagw defined in 
Section 3.3 is easily seen to be the object map of a functor, right-adjoint to the 
inclusion of Diagw in Autow. 
An (X x Y)-synchronization diagram is called an (X, Y)-input/output diagram 
(respectively (X, Y) - Kahn diagram) if it is isomorphic to Diag( &) for some (X, Y) - 
input/output automaton (respectively (X, Y) - Kahn automaton) &. 
Lemma 4.2.1. An (XX Y)-synchronization diagram is an (X, Y)-input/output 
diagram (respectively (X, Y)-Kahn diagram) iff it is an (X, Y)-input/output 
automaton (respectively (X, Y)-Kahn automaton). 
roof. The result is easily established by noting that the properties of Theorem 4.1 
are preserved under the “unwinding construction” by which iag(&) is obtained 
from &. 0 
if u is any event of 
consistent. 
)-~nputloutput 
ch that Ax( t,) = x, an 
ith Ax(u), then tx and u are 
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(3) Suppose 9 is a hn diagram. If t and u are two events of D sue 
and hx ( u) are consistent, hen t and u are consistent. 
of. Straightforward from Lemma 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.1. 0 
The events tx in (1) above are called the pure-input events of 9. 
We now determine the form taken by the feedback operation on synchronization 
diagrams. Suppost 9 = (0, A) is a (2 x W x Z)-synchronization diagram. Let A, 
and A, be the projections of A on the first and second 2 components, respectively. 
Define a feedback computation sequence for 9 to be a computation sequence 
tf)=s tl =s l 9, such Azl(tk)=Aa(tk) 
, WI sz = (D’, A’), where D’ is the feedback-reachable 
the restriction to D’ of Awxz. 
subdiagram of D, and A’ is 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose sI2 is a (2 X W x Z)-automaton. 
Diag({&}=,) = {Diag(cE9)},Z. 
7hen 
roof. Straightforward from the observation that both functors 
Diag({-},z) : AutozxWxz -) Diagwxz 
{Diag(-)}sz : AutoZ, wxz + Diagwxz, 
are right-adjoint to the composition of the output-relabeling functor 
- D ( rrz:idwxz) : Autowxz + Autozxwxz 
with the inclusion of iagwxz in Autowxz. Since two right 
functor are naturally isomorphic, the result follows. Cl 
adjoints to the 
4.3. Behaviors 
If 9 = (0, A) is a W-synchronization diagram, then each consistent set 9 of events 
of 9 determines a consistent subset A(J) of ‘W, which we call the history of J with 
respect to A. The set A(J) extends to a least ideal i(J) E W, which we call the 
complete trace of J with res ect to A. If 9 is an ( Y)-input/output diagram, and 
then we call 2 the complete i t trace, and jj the complete output trace, 
vior of 9 is a computation J 0 that is maximal among all computations 
with the same complete input trace as .!. 
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1. Suppose 9 = (0, A) is an (X, Y)-input/o 
(1) consistent set J of events of D extends to a b r of 9 having the same 
complete input trace as J. In particular, for each f E X there is a behavior of 9 with 2 
as its complete input trace. Moreover, if 9 is Kahn diagram, then its behaviors are 
uniquely determined by their complete input traces. 
(2) If J is a behavior of 9 with complete input trace 2, and 3 6 9, then J extends 
to a behavior J’ of 9 with complete input trace 9. 
(3) If (Ji : i E I) is any directed collection of behaviors of 9, then v( Ji : i E I} is 
also a behavior of 9. 
Proof. (1): Suppose J is a consistent set of events of D. Then the class of all 
consistent sets of events of D with the same complete input trace as J is nonempty, 
and is easily seen to be chain-complete. Hence by Lemma 2.4.1 this class has a 
maximal element, which is a behavior of 9 with the same complete input trace as 
J. In the special case that the given set J is the set of all pure-input events of D 
whose input traces are prefixes of 2, this construction yields a behavior of 9 with 
complete input trace 2. Moreover, the existence of two distinct behaviors of 9 with 
the same complete input trace implies the existence of two inconsistent events of 
D with consistent input traces. Since by Lemma 4.2.2, this cannot happen when 9 
is a Kahn diagram, we conclude that behaviors of Kahn diagrams are uniquely 
determined by their input traces. 
(2): Given a behavior J of 9 with complete input trace 2, and given 2’ with 
2 < 9, let K be the set of all pure-input events of D whose input traces are prefixes 
of 9. Then the set J u K is consistent by Lemma 4.2.2, and has complete input 
trace 9, hence it extends to a behavior J’ of 5%~ that has complete input trace 9. 
(3): Suppose the set J = V {Ji : i E I} were not a behavior of 9. Then there would 
exist some event t of D whose input trace is a prefix of the complete input trace 
of J, but such that t g .I. But some Ji must have a complete input trace with that of 
t as a prefix, hence t E Ji because Ji is a behavior of 9. Since this contradicts he 
assumption t E J, we conclude that t cannot exist. Cl 
If (K, < ) is a partially ordered set, and J c K, then J is called cofinal in K if for 
every element t of K there exists an element u of J with t % u. 
.3.2. Suppose 9 = (0, A ) is a (2 x W x 2) -synchronization diag 
IS a computation of D. Let J be the set of feedback-reachable elements of 
is cofinal in K iff J and K have the same complete trace. 
roof. If J is cofinal in K then it is obvious that J and 
trace. Conversely, suppose J and K have con-q!ete trace 
then we can choose u E J such that h(t) < h(u). Since 
must be consistent, and hence A( $7~) = E. Since u E J, he 
in t then follows easily 
in hus, tvuEJ is such 
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.4. Sr4pj9sse 9 = (0, A) is a (2 X X, Y x Z)-input/output 
vents of D is a behavior of {9}mz iff there exists a behavior 
that J is the set of feedback-reachable elements of K, and J is cojnai in K. 
f. (+: Suppose ,I is a behavior of {9~}~~, with ii(J) = Z:W:jW. By Lemma 
4.3.1, J extends to a behavior K of 9, with complete input trace 22. Let J’ denote 
the feedback-reachable subdiagram of K. Then J c J’, because every element of J 
is the result of a computation sequence in J, hence is the result of a feedback 
computation sequence in K, because J c K. Also, J’c J, because each element of 
a feedback computation sequence in K is consistent with J, and has input trace a 
prefix of 2, hence is in J because J is a behavior of {9}icz. Thus J = J’. 
We claim that J is cofinal in K. To establish this, we show by induction on n, 
that if t is an element of K, and t is the result t,, of a computation sequence 
t*< tp+ l . =S tn for K, then there exists an element u, of J with tn 6 u,. 
In the basis case, we have to= I, so WC may take u. = 1. 
For the induction step, suppose we have established the result for n, and 
consider the case of n+ 1. Then t is the result t n+l of a computation sequence 
to< tpe l l 6 tn+l of K. Applying the induction hypothesis to the computation 
sequence to< tl 6. l l < tn, we obtain an element u, of J with tn < u,. Let v = t,+J t,,, 
then v is an atom by definition of a computation sequence. (See Fig. 5.) 
Now, A:( t,+*) =G Z, because tn+, E K and ;ig( K) = 2. Since we also have x$j( J) = 2, and 
u, is an element of J, there must exist an element 1~; of J, with u, < u; and 
vf( Qt”); then A$( v’) = E. Moreover, vv is an atom 
et vvv be the pure-input transition of D with dom( u”) = dom( v’) and 
Ain( v”) = Ay’( v’):E~. Let w = vv v vvv, which exists by Theorem 4.1. Let u,,+~ = u’,w, 
then u~+~ is feedback-reachable, and tn+l =S u,,+~. 
To complete the induction step, it remains to be shown that u~+~ E J. It suffices, 
since J is a behavior of (9) =z, to show that Ax( u,+~) =G 3 and that u~+~ is consistent 
with J. That u n+l is consistent with J is clear, since u,+~ = tn+l v u~tl”, and both tn+l 
and u~v” are consistent with J. Also, Ax( u,,+~) < 2 holds, since 
Ax(un+l) =Ax&,+1 v 4,~“) = Axk+l) v Ax(u’,), 
and both tn+l and uk are in K. 
(e): Suppose K is a behavior of 9. Let J be the set of feedback-reachable 
elements of K, and suppose J is cofinal in K. Then J and K have the same complete 
input trace, say z’:%. We claim that J is a behavior of { 9}== ; that is, J is maximal 
among all computations J’ of { 9}== with 1, (J’) = 2. To show this, we show that 
if t is a feedback-reachable event of D, consistent with J, and such that Ax(t) < 2, 
t then follows that t E J because J is the set of feedback-reachable 
e length y1 of a feedback computation sequence 
n the basis case, we have t = to = I, hence t E K. 
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t n+l 
Un+l 
Fig. 5. Proof of Theorem 4.4. 
For the induction step, suppose we have shovn the result for n, and consider 
the case of n + 1. Then t is the result t ,,+I of a feedback computation sequence 
t&t+ l ‘=Gt,+l, and t is consistent with J. By the induction hypothesis, tn E K. 
Let u = t,,+&,, then u is a transition of D and we have A$(?“+,) = Ay’(t,,,), by 
definition of a feedback computation sequence. 
Now, u has a decomposition u = v v w, where v is the pure-input transition of D 
with dom( v) = dom( u) and Ai”( v) = A$( u)* .eX. Then t,w is an event of D that is 
consistent with J, and has the property A%( t,w) = A$( t,) < 2. Since J is cofinal in 
K and t,w is consistent with J, we must have t,w consistent with K, and hence 
in K, because K is a behavior. Thus, 
A$( t,+*) = A?‘( t,+,) = A?‘( t,,u) = A:‘( t,w) d Z. 
But then tn+l must be in K, since it is consistent with J, hence with 
A$&+,) < 2, and K is a behavior. Cl 
4.4. Histories 
we have 
An (X, Y)-history is a nonempty, consistent, and joi 
with the following additional property: for each x:y E 
&x:&y= x,:yo < x*:y, < l l l d x,:y, = xy, 
such that for each k with 0 G k G n, the trace x,:Y,,+~ is in 
a computation sequence for H, and the x:y its result. If
e call such a sequence 
Y) -history, then 
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the ideal %:y = “o/ HE X x Y is called the complete trace of 
complete input trace a.nd jj called the complete output trace. If J is a 
(X, Y)-input/output diagram, then it is easy to see from the p 
diagrams that the history h (J) of J is, in fact, an (X, Y)-history. 
Suppose H is a (2 x X, Y x Z)-history. A feedback computation sequence for H 
is a computation sequence 
zo:x():y():zo=s zl:x]:y$zI =s l l l =s z,:x,:y":z,, 
for H. If z:x:y:z is the result z,:x,:y,:z, of a feedback computation sequence 
for H, then we say that z:x:y:z is feedback-reachable in H. It is easy to see that 
the set of all x:y:z E X x Y x 2 such that z:x:y:z is feedback-reachable in H is an 
(X, Y x Z)-history, and we denote it by { H}oz. 
mma Suppose 9 = ( D, A) is a (2 x X, 
oi a behavior K of 9, then 
Y x Z)-input/o;stput diagram. If H is 
the history {H} oz is the history of the set of feedback- 
reachable elements of K. 
Proof. Let J be the set of feedback-reachable elements of K, and let G = { H}oz. 
To see that the history of J is a subset of G, suppose x:y:z is in the history of 
J. Then z:x:y:z is the trace of the result tn of a feedback computation sequence 
to=4 t+ l l =G tn for K. Let zk:xk:yk:zk be the trace of tk, for each k, We claim that 
the sequence 
z():x():y():z()=s z&x,:y*:zI < l l l =s z,:x,:y,:z, 
is a feedback computation sequence for H, thus showing that x:y:z = x,:y,:z, E 
{HI oz. We show this as follows: Let uk = fk+&; then uk is a transition of D. By 
the properties of input/output diagrams, we may write uk = ok v r& where vk is the 
pure-input transition of D with dom( vk) = dom( uk) and trace A in( &):&yxZ. Then 
wk has trace ~~~~~~~~~ (uk), so tkwk has trace zk:xk:yk+l:zk+l. Since tkwk < fk+l E K, 
we must have tkwk E K, and hence zk:&:yk+l:zk+l E H. But this is exactly what is 
required to show that the zk :& :yk : zk form a fee back computation sequence for H. 
Conversely, if x:y:z~ G, then z:x:y:z is the result z,:x,:y,:z, of a feedback 
computation sequence 
zo:xo:y():z,=s z)rx*:y,:z, =G l l l =s z,:x,:y,:z, 
for We claim that there exists a feedback computation sequence 
for nonnegative integers 0= mo, m,, . . . , m,, such that zk:&:yk:zk is the 
trace of tmk, for each k, 
s by induction on k. s case (k = O), we ta 
pose now, for some k with t we have constructe 
utation sequence to =S tl =S . l l =G tmk e such that tmk has trace 
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&:xk:yk:&. By definition of a feedbac we know that zk:xk:yk+l:zk+l is
in H, hence is the trace of an element thout loss of generality, we may 
assume that tmk < r&. Thus, we may obtain a computation sequence v. < U, < . l . < 
q, E K, with v. = tmk and vP = uk. For 0 s i s p, let Wi be the pure-input event of D 
with trace hy’( Vi): &x: &y: ~2. Note that then Vi v Wi exists for each i with 0s i < p, 
and we have that (Vi+* v Wi+l)f( Vi v Wi) is an atom for each i with 0 < i <p, by the 
properties of input/output diagrams. Moreover, Vi v Wi E 
because Vi E K and A jn( IVi) N z 
foreach iwithosisp 
- k+l, which is a prefix of t complete input trace of 
H, hence of K. Let t&+1= mk +p, and let tmr+i = Vi v Wi for each i with 0 < i < p. 
is the required feedback computation sequence for K, thus completing the induction 
step and the proof. 0 
.5. Suppose 9 = (0, A) is a (2 x X, Y x Z)-inputf output diagram. Then 
an (X, Y x Z)-history G, with complete trace R:y’: Z, is a history of { 9}tsz iff G = { H}oz 
for some history H of 9 with complete trace Z:R:y’:Z 
Proof. If G is a history of {9}Eiz, with complete trace Z:j?$ then G is the history 
of some behavior J of (9~)~~. By Theorem 4.4, there exists a behavior K of 9 such 
that J is the set of feedback-reachable elements of K, and J is cofinal in K. Let H 
be the history of K; then H has complete trace Z:W:y’:z’ by Lemma 4.3.2. Moreover, 
G = { H}3Z by Lemma 4.4.1. 
Conversely, suppose G = { H}oz for some history H of 9. Suppose G has complete 
trace f:y’:Z and H has complete trace z’:R:j?Z Then H is the history of some 
behavior K of 9. By Lemma 4.4.1, G is the history of the set 9 of feedback-reachable 
elements of K, from which it follows by Lemma 4.3.2 that J is cofinal in K. Thus, 
J is a behavior of {9}-=, and G is a history of {9}==. q 
4.5. Scenarios 
An (X, Y)-Kahn function is a continuous function 4 from an initial segment (a 
nonempty, downward-closed, and directed-complete subset) of dam(#) of X to E 
If dom( 4) = x, then 4 is called total. If LT is an initial segment of X, then the set 
of all (X, Y)-Kahn functions with domain U forms a directed-complete poset under 
the argumentwise ordering. We use the traditional notations cz and LJ to denote 
this ordering and the associated supremum operation, resyectiuAy. 
Suppose t$ is a (2 x X, Y x Z&Kahn function. say that 4 is feedba 
ible if y’:% +(do implies z’:X E dom( 4) 
total (2xX, YxZ hn functions are always feed 
back-compatible, then define the feedback functional @ associated with 4, to be the 
functional 
@$rx(dom(+))+ YxZ]+rx(dom(+))+ Px.~!!] 
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that takes each (X, Y x 2).Kahn function 9: vx(dom(+)) + 
(X, Y x Z)-Kahn function 
The feedback-compatibility of 4 guarantees that @ is well-defined, and it is easily 
verified that @ is continuous. Define {4}oz to be the least fixed point of 4p. 
25.1. If 4 is a feedback-compatible (2 x X, Y x Z)-Kahn function, and @ is 
the associated feedback functional, then 
141 32 = iI 4(&j, 
k=O 
where (b(O) is the identically E function, and 4(k+1) = @(4’k’) for each k 3 0. 
roof. Standard. El 
An (X, Y)-scenario is an (X, Y)-Kahn function 4 whose domain is directed. The 
pair 
(V dam(4)) : (V 4Wd4))) 
is called the complete trace of 4, with V dam(4) called the complete input trace and 
V 4(dom(4)) called the complete output trace. 
Suppose H is ari (X, Y)-history, with complete trace Z&-,. Then H determines 
an (X, Y)-scenario 
according to the definition 
Intuitively, a scenario represents ome information about how inputs precede 
outputs in a single computation. That is, 4( 2) = jj iff, in a single computation with 
scenario 4, the input trace R “enables” the output trace J in the sense that it is 
possible for arbitrarily large finite prefixes y of jj to be generated in response to 
inputs shat are finite prefixes of 2. 
ock and Ackerman [8,7] have defined “scenario” based on the notion of when 
nite outputs. The two notions of scenario are evidently 
tion with complete trace Zcr:jjO, 2 “enables” y’ iff every 
ite 
&,, if R ‘“enabl 
scenario based on “enables,” rather 
easier to relate to Kahn’s continuous function model of processes. 
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X istory, with scenario 4. Let G = { 
and let 9 be’rhe scenario of 6. If 4 is feedback-compatible, then # = (t$},, . 
Proof. We show (‘) G(3) < {+}&n) for all 3 E X, and (+=) # is a fixed point of 
the feedback functional associated with t$. 
(a): Suppose e(3) = j-M Let y:z be an arbitrary finite prefix of g:a Then there 
exists a feedback computation sequence 
z():&-J:y():z& 21:x]:y1:21<. l l 6 z”:x”:y”:z” 
for H, such that x, < 3 and y:z 6 yn:zn. A simple induction shows that for each k 
with Oskcn we have 
y&+l:zk+l < #k+l’(@, 
where #k) is as defined in Lemma 4.5. ‘t follows that y:~6{4}~~(Z). Since y:z 
was an arbitrary finite ; pefix of 9: 2, it follows that 9: Z % { +}& a), as was to be shown. 
(c=): Since we already know that # c: { 4}oz, to show that + is a fixed point of 
the feedback functional @ associated with 4, it remains only to show that @( #) E q. 
That is, we must show that 4( 7&(f)):R) < e(n) for Z E X. To show this, it suffices 
to show that for all x:y:z E G, if y’:z’ is a finite prefix of #(2:x), then there exists 
x:y”:z” E 6, such that y’ < y’ and z’ < 2”. 
Now, if x:y:z~ G, then x:y:z is the result x,:y,:z, of a 
sequence 
z&-):y$z(J< zI:xI:yI:z, 6 l ’ l < z”:x”:y”:z” 
for H. If y’:z’< +( z:x), then z:x:Y’: Z”E H for some y’ E Y 
and z’s z”. This shows that 
feedback computation 
and z’ E 2 with ~‘6 y” 
z():xoyo:z& zl:xl:yl:zl< l l l < z,:x,:y,:z, =s Z":X:y":z", 
is a feedback computation sequence for H. It follows that ~:y”:z” is in 6. 0 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose 9 = (D, A) is a (2 x X, Y x 2).input/output diagram. Then 
an (X, Y x Z)-scenario I/?, with complete trace x’:y’:Z, is a scenario of (9)== i$ 
+=W,g.z, where 4 is a scenario of 9 with complete trace z:z:~‘:z. 
roof. If # is a scenario of {9},,, with complete trace %:JJ:& then it is the scenario 
of some history G of {9}==, with the same complete trace. Theorem 4.5 there 
exists a history H of 9, with complete trace z’:g:y’:Z, such th 
the scenario of H, then 4 is obviously feedback-compatible, and 9 = {+}oz by 
Lemma 4.5.2. 
Conversely, if # = {b}oz has complete trace Z:j?Z, where 4 is a scenario of 9 
with complete trace Z:Z:j?Z, then 0 is the scenario of some history 
Theorem 4.5, ( )a= is a history of (WzE, and by 
scenario f/k Cl 
5. ~n~utf output relations 
Given an ( Y)-input/output diagram 9, define the illput/ output relation 
Rein(9) of 9 to be the set of all complete traces of scenarios of $3. 
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Lemma 4.6.1. Suppose 52~ is an (X, Y)-input/output diagram. Then Reln( 9) is 
(total) for all 2 E X, there exists 3 E P such that 3:jj E Reln( 9): 
(monotone) If R:y’ E Reln( B), and R < R’, then there exists y’, with y < y’, such that 
R’:J E Reln( 9). 
Moreover, $9 is a Kahn diagram, then Reln( 9) is the graph of a total (X, Y)-Kahn 
function Fun@), and the scenarios of 9 are exactly the restrictions of Fun( 9) to 
directed initial segments of X. 
Froof. Straightforward from Lemma 4.3.1. Cl 
If R c X x F, then let Rfi, denote the set of finite prefixes of elements of R. The 
relation R is called continuous if, for all f E X, whenever c/ is a maximal directed 
subset of 
{ y E Y: 3x < Z, x:y E Rc,}, 
then a:(V U) E R. IUote that if R is the graph of a total (X, Y)-Kahn function, then 
R is continuous. 
Lemma 4.6.2. Suppose R c ;i? x ?is total, monotone, and continuous. 7%en there exists 
an (X, Y)-machine A with R as its input/output relation. 
Proof. Define the machine & as follows: 
Proper states: all elements x:y E Rfi,. Take ex:ey as the start state. 
Proper transitions: all pairs (x:y, v) E Rfi, x Y, such that x:yv E RG,. Define 
dom(x:y, v) = x:y and cod(x:y, v) = x:yv. Take the transitions (x:y, Ed) as 
identities. 
Residual: define (x:y, v) and (x:y, v’) to be consistent iff v and v’ are consistent, 
in which case define 
(x:y, v)f(x:y, v’) = (x:yv’, zqv’). 
Output map: define h(x:y, v) = v. 
Input map: define &(x:y, v) = (xx’:y, v). 
It is not difficult o verify that & is an (X, Y)-machine. Moreover, aset M G X x Y 
is the history of a behavior of M exactly when w~( H) is an ideal 2 of X, and 
7ry( H) is a maximal directed subset of 
{y E Y: 3x < 2, x:y E Rfin}. 
Since R is continuous, it follows that M has R as its input/output relation q 
mma 4.6.3. Suppose 4 is a total (2 x X, Y x Z)-Kahn function with +( Z:R) = j?Z, 
and 9 is the restriction of 4 to pre$xes of Z: f Then I/ is feedbac#k-compatible, and 
{$}oz is the restriction of {+}sz to prejixes of 2. 
The fact that 9 is feedback-compatible follows immediately from the 
monotonicity of 4 and the assumption that cf, (Z:g) = jj:g. A simple induction then 
shows that for each ka0 t (‘I is the restriction to prefixes of 2 of +@), 
where J/(‘) and 4(k) are as rom this, the result follows by 
continuity of restriction. U 
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Proof. Suppose (&z(2) = jW Let JI be the restriction of # to prefixes of Z:E 
Then 4(z’:R) =j2Z, so by Lemma 4.6.3 # is feedback-compatible and (@& is the 
restriction of (4)o~ to prefixes of Z Hence {Jl)&Z) = 95. 
Conversely, suppose the restriction $ of #5 do prefixes of 2’:jz is feedback- 
compatible, and that (&#)=jW Then +(x’:z’)= y’:Z, so by Le-mma 4.6.3, 
(#}az is the restriction to prefixes of Z of (#}DE. Since {$)oz(jz) = jW, it follows 
that (+)&jr) = g:Z. Cl 
Thecwem 4.7. (Kahn Principle). Suppose 9 is a (2 x X, Y x 2).Kahn diagram. Then 
Fun((6)-,) = (Fun(9))~z. 
Proof. By definition of Fun, Fun((9d),,)(~) = j?Z iff there exists a scenario $I of 
(91,)~~ with complete trace %:y’:Z. By Theorem 4.6, this is true iff there exists a 
scenario q5 of 9, with complete trace Z:a:j?Z, such that (+jDz has complete trace 
f:jW. By Lemma 4.6.1, this is true iff there exists a scenario 4, such that q5 is the 
restridion of Fun(D) to prefixes of 22, q5(z”:Z) =p:f and {qb}&R) = ji:X By Lemma 
4.6.4, this is true iff ~Fun(~~~~=(~)  j?% •I 
5. Discussion 
The author was led to define concurrent transition systems because of the apparent 
difficulty of establishing relationships between operational nd denotational models 
of concurrent computation. The problems, of finding a structural characterization 
of a large class of dataflow-like processes with functional behavior, and of proving 
that the feedback operation on such processes satisfies tbe Kahn Principle, served 
as primary motivating examples. 
Before trying the concurrent ~ansitio~ system approach, an attempt was made 
to solve these problems using a model of processes based on ordinary (nondeter- 
mi~isti~) labeled transition systems. There were two di~culties that seemed inherent 
in such a model. The first difficulty arose from the fact that, although we are interested 
in infinite computations of a system, we are only interested inthose infinite computa- 
tions that are “completed” in the sense that each process produces all the output 
implied by the input it has received. The usual method of handling this is to 
distinguish between “fair” and “unfair” computations. This approach leads to 
technical problems, as pointed out in Section 1. The second difficulty with the 
nondete~inisti~ transition system approach was that the notion of 6‘primitive9’ or 
“atomic”’ steps of a process eemed not to behave smoothly wit 
feedback operation. One can see the problem by considering an ‘*identity” process, 
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which simply passes its input through unchanged to its output. One would like to 
have the atomic steps of this process correspond to the receipt of input and the 
issuance of output. Now, consider what happens when the output of the identity 
process is fed back to its input. The “intuitively correct” result of this construction 
is a process that produces no output. It seems most natural to define the atomic 
steps of the fed-back identity to correspond to the simultaneous issuance of output 
and the absorption of that output as feedback input. However, the question arises 
of how to define the construction in such a way that “nonintuitive” computations, 
in which output is produced, are avoided. 
In retrospect, concurrent transition systems seem to provide exactly the right 
structure to circumvent he difficulties mentioned above. The fairness problem is 
solved, in the concurrent ransition system approach, by replacing the notion “fair 
computation sequence” by the more convenient notion “behavior” or “maximal 
ideal.” The atomic step problem is solved by restricting attention to a class of 
processes whose transitions have pure-input/output decompositions. In essence, the 
existence of such decompositions means that there is an inherent delay of one atomic 
step between input and output, and this allows nonintuitive computations to be 
avoided. The existence of pure-input/output decompositions is easily and naturally 
expressed with concurrent ransition systems, whereas it is not clear how the same 
could be done with ordinary transition systems. 
5.1. Related work 
AS mentioned in Section 2, the defining axioms for concurrent ransition systems 
are satisfied by the derivation relation of the A-calculus, and the computation 
category construction is an abstract version of a construction that has already been 
found useful in that setting. The goal of the A-calculus work [&, 271, and the extension 
of this work to term-rewriting systems [181, is to try to find reduction strategies that 
are optimal in the sense that only redexes that are “needed” are contracted, and 
each needed redex is contracted only once. The main theorem one tries to prove is 
that every derivation is in a sense equivalent o an optimal derivation. To make the 
notions “needed redex” and “equivalent derivarions” precise, the “residual” 
operation is defined. Intuitively, the residual operation serves to keep track of what 
happens to one redex when others are contracted. A redex is “needed” if it (or its 
residuals) must be contracted in any derivation sequence that leads to a normal 
form. Two derivation sequences are regarded as equivalent iff the same set of 
reductions is performed in each, where the notion “same set of reductions” is 
interpreted modulo residuals. The residual operation for CTS’s was introduced for 
an essentially similar purpose: to keep track of what happens to a particular atomic 
transition (say for one process) of a system, when other atomic steps (say for other, 
concurrently executing recesses) are executed. 0 computation sequences are 
regarded as equivalent representatives of the same concurrent computation if they 
contain the “same set of atomic steps.” A difference between the CTS and term- 
rewriting settings are that in the former we regard inconsistent pairs of coinitial 
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transitions 8s meaningful, whereas in the latter one is usually interested only in 
confluent or Church-Rosser systems. Also, with CTS’s we are interested in nonter- 
minating computations, whereas in the rewriting situation one is primarily interested 
in terminating or normalizing computations. 
Several authors have investigated algebraic structures for modeling concurrency 
that seem related to concurrent ransition systems. Winskel [47] defines the notion 
of a “synchronization tree,” which is a (possibly infinite) tree whose arcs are labeled 
with elements of a “synchronization algebra.” In [46], labeled eoent structures [M] 
are used in place of labeled trees. Using various synchronization algebras, Win&e1 
is able to show several notions of parallel composition from CCS and CSP to be 
special cases of a single definition. It is clear that Winskel”s trees are special cases 
of our computation diagrams. Also, Winskel’s synchronization algebras are rather 
similar to our trace algebras. Specifically, a trace algebra can be regarded as a 
synchronization algebra if we identify Winskel’s * with our E, and Winskel’s 
operation 0 with our operation v . It is not possible, in general, to regard a 
synchronization algebra as a trace algebra, since the latter are somewhat more highly 
structured. We use trace algebras to label the transitions of CTS’s in essentially the 
same way as Winskel uses synchronization algebras to label trees. However, we find 
it an advantage that trace algebras are a particular kind of CTS. By regarding 
Winskel’s synchronization trees as special cases of our synchronization diagrams, 
essentially the same parallel composition constructions can be carried out in our 
framework. 
Event s;uctures and CTS’s can be related as follows: Given a CTS with start 
state (c, qJ, it is straightforward to make the set of events (C, q‘) into an event 
structure by defining the “consistent” sets of events to be the finite sets that are 
consistent in the sense we have defined here, and defining a consistent set r to 
“enable” an event t iff there is a subset U of T such that tt(V U) is a nonidentity 
atom. Conversely, the set of “configurations” of an event structure is a partially 
ordered set in which every finite subset with an upper bound has a least upper 
bound, and hence is easily made into a complete CTS, by taking configurations as 
proper states and the ordering relation as the set of proper transitions. In a sense, 
CTS’s can be thought of as a somewhat more primitive operational model than 
event structures, since in the former one is free to designate the set of states, whereas 
in the latter, states are always obtained as configurations. 
Main and Benson [30] use ideas from multilinear algebra to model nondeterminis- 
tic and concurrent processes without iteration or recursion. An important role is 
played by “positive semirings,” whose formal properties are closely related to the 
trace algebras used in the present paper. Essentially, a trace algebra Z is a positive 
semiring in which a left-cancellation law holds for multiplication, and in which 
there is a further connection between addition and multi 
is least upper bound wit respect o the refix order ind 
Arbib and Manes [2] have developed a categorical theory of automata, which 
generalizes everal classical situations. They generalize the notion of an “action” 
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or “transition map” as a function 6 : Q x X + Q to the notion of a “dynamics,” 
which is a morphism 6 : X(Q) + Q, where Q is an object of an arbitrary category 
and X is an endofunctor of K. Arbib and Manes’ theory is applied to “port 
automata” in [42]. In that paper, concurrency is modeled by interleaving, and the 
issue of fair ilrfinite computations is not considered. It would be nice if the definition 
of “action” we have given here could be shown to be a special case of Arbib and 
Manes’ dynamics. However, we have yet to identify the proper endofunctor X of 
CTS to achieve this goal. The product-forming functor (- XX) does not yield a 
general enough class of dynamics. 
The work of Winkowski 144,451, is motivated by considerations in the theory of 
Petri nets. In 1441, Winkowski defines the notion of a “behavior algebra,” which is 
a category equipped with (among other things) a partial binary operation + on the 
arrows of the category, representing independent concurrent composition. The 
properties of a behavior algebra are similar in many respects to those enjoyed by 
the computation categories defined in this paper. However, the theory of computation 
categories appears to be somewhat simpler than that of behavior algebras, primarily 
due to the fact that in computation categories there is a connection between 
concurrency and pushouts. The existence of this connection means that the concur- 
rency information in a computation category can be obtained entirely from the 
structure of the category itself, without requiring the specification of additional 
information such as the operation + of a behavior algebra. It also makes possible 
the definition of computations as ideals, which is substantially simpler than the 
definition of “histories” given by Winkowski. 
Staples and Nguyen [40] define a dataflow-like model in which a process is 
represented by partially ordered set whose elements are labeled by “histories” 
(“traces,” in our terminology). Processes are required to satisfy a collection of 
axioms, which appear elated to the properties enjoyed by synchronization diagrams 
in the present paper. It would seem that by taking an input/output synchronization 
diagram and equipping the cpo of its computations with the map that takes each 
computation to its complete trace, one obtains a structure that is similar to the 
processes of Staples and Nguyen, both in formal properties and in intuitive content. 
However, there is not an exact correspondence, since one of Staples and Nguyen’s 
axioms concerns greatest lower bounds, whose existence we have not found it 
necessary to assume. 
Labella and Pettorossi [26] have given categorical characterizations of various 
operations of CCS and CSP. In their approach they take as given a semantics of 
these languages defined in terms of equivalence classes of trees. A suitable definition 
of morphism makes the set of all these equivalence classes into a category, in which 
their characterizations are valid. The characterizations they obtain are not par- 
ticularly simple, an e is not left with the feeling they are likely to translate to 
categories obtained from other concurrent programming languages. In contrast, in 
the present paper we hope that by defining a model in which simple categorical 
constructions appear to correspond to intuitively meaningful semantic operations 
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on processes, we can use the same model to 
different concurrent programming languages. 
define the semantics of a number of 
5.2. Directions for future research 
One obvious avenue for future research isto extend the machine model to include 
a way of defining machines recursively. Presumably, a recursive definition of an 
(x, Y)-machine would denote alimit or colimit of a diagram generated by repeated 
application of a suitably continuous endofunctor on Ma&+ To properly develop 
this idea, we have to establish that such a limit construction would produce a 
machine with the intuitively correct set of computations. We also have to establish 
the continuity of a set of network-building operations, uch as the parallel prociwt, 
relabeling, and feedback operations defined in this paper. 
Although the machine model defined here is capable of representing a large class 
of processes, including processes with functional input output behavior and an 
“unfair merge” process, it is possible to show that “fair merge” cannot be modeled 
[35). In addition, it is impossible to model processes that have “conflicts” or “race 
conditions” between input and output. An interesting question is whether it is 
possible to generalize our definitions in a natural way, so that a larger class of 
processes can be modeled. One way to approach this is to investigate classes of 
automata obtained by weakening some of the conditions of Theorem 4.1. 
In Section 4, we pointed out that the feedback operation on machines, when 
mapped to automata nd synchronization diagrams, could be characterized as 
right-adjoint to a relabeling functor. The parallel product of automata can also be 
characterized in a similar way. This phenomenon suggests he idea of defining a 
“process algebra” to be an (X, Y)-indexed collection of categories 
require that operations on processes be defined as adjoints to v 
occurring functors. The advantages of such an approach include the ability to 
compare the concrete form taken by the “same operations” in different process 
algebras, and automatic proofs of continuity of operations arising from the adjoint 
characterizations. However, it is not clear whether such an approach is feasible, 
since we do not yet have an adjoint characterization f the feedback operation on 
machines, nor do we know whether it is possible to impose useful categorical 
structure on the behavior, history, and input/output relation models. 
It would be nice to understand better the relationships between the CTS-based 
models defined in this paper and other models of concurrency, especially Petri nets. 
One question here would be to see how much of the modeling power of 
is shared by CT%, which are somewhat more abstract. The recent work [S] is 
relevant here. Comparisons ofinput/output au ta with labeled transition system 
models of CCS and CSP would also be useful. n interesting question is how the 
notion of “bisimulation” [36,33], which is inary transition 
systems, might be reasonably generalized to
Finally, the fuil abstraction problem for machines remains intriguing. Although 
we were not able to solve this problem in this paper, we have been able to make 
268 E. W. Stark 
the problem more concrete by establishing the existence of a seeming 
“fully abstract” algebra of processes, and by proving rigorously that this model 
must lie somewhere between scenario sets and input/output relations in information 
content. The detailed information about the feedback operation we 
here seems likely to be useful in ultimately resolving this important 
have obtained 
question. 
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